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Abstract
The goal of this work is to design and simulate a distributed algorithm to solve a novel
variant of the Price Collecting Steiner Tree (PCST) problem, where nodes are computing
entities with only local information and communication abilities. Our approach is to study
existing techniques for the centralized PCST, such as the Primal-Dual Integer Program
given by Goemans and Williamson (GW-algorithm), and distributed algorithms for the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) and minimum Steiner Tree Problem. None of the above
adapts easily to our problem. However, we introduce a simple MST-based heuristic that
runs on a custom Python simulator. Our heuristic does not guarantee any approximation
factor of the optimal solution, but it proved well against benchmark instances found in
literature for which it was able to find solutions within the approximation guarantee of the
GW-algorithm for all but few instances. We also designed an adaptation of the original
GW-algorithm to our distributed model. Though it follows the sequential steps of the
original algorithm, this is the first distributed algorithm with an approximation guarantee
for the PCST. Simulator and algorithms’ code is available on a public repository as free
software.

Útdráttur
Í verkefninu er fengist við hönnun og hermun á dreifðu reikniriti til lausnar á nýrri útgáfu
af Verðlaunasafnandi Steinertrjáa verkefninu (e. Prize Collecting Steiner Tree, PCST),
þar sem hnútar hafa reiknigetu og aðeins staðbundna samskiptagetu og upplýsingar um
nágranna í neti. Aðferðin byggist á að rannsaka þær aðferðir sem eru nú þegar til
fyrir miðstýrðu útgáfuna af PCST, s.s. nykrað heiltölubestunarreiknirit eftir Goemans
og Williamson (GW), dreifð reiknirit fyrir minnstu spanntré (e. Minimum Spanning
Tree, MST) og lágmörkun á Steinertrjám. Ekkert af eftirtöldum reikniritum aðlagast
auðveldlega að dreifðum reikningum. Við kynnum nýja einfalda brjóstvitsaðferð byggða
á MST og útfærða í sérstökum hermi í Python. Aðferðin tryggir ekki nálgunarstuðul á
bestu lausn en skilar góðum niðurstöðum í viðmiðunarverkefnum sem birt hafa verið og
var nálgunarstuðullinn innan við það sem GW reikniritið tryggir í nánast öllum tilfellum.
Einnig var GW reikniritið útfært í dreifðri útgáfu. Python hermirinn fyrir dreifð reiknirit
og reikniritið sjálft eru gefin út sem frjáls hugbúnaður.
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1 Introduction
In the context of planning a new cable or pipeline network, a company needs to evaluate
which topology to adopt to lay down its infrastructure. Such a scenario can be modelled
mathematically by a simple graph in which edges represent the district’s streets and nodes
represent the streets’ intersections and buildings. We then associate a cost to the edges
in order to model the company’s expenses to build the infrastructure.
The Minimum Steiner Tree Problem (ST) addresses the scenario in which the company
goal is to minimize the cost of the infrastructure. For such a problem, we mark the
buildings to be connected as Required nodes and the optimal solution is the tree connecting
all such nodes while minimizing the edge cost. As a result every required building is
connected in the network with the minimum infrastructure cost. However, in a free
market, the company can decide to connect just a subset of the buildings requesting
the offered service. If the company is able to estimate the potential revenue derived
from each customer, we can assign such a value to each node. The new goal is to find
the infrastructure that maximizes the company’s profit, i.e. the sum of the revenues of
connected nodes minus the cost of the infrastructure. Unlike in the ST, now the company
can leave required nodes out of the network if their revenue does not pay for the cost of
the connection or, based on their data; alternatively the company can claim an higher fee
from such clients.
This problem is called the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem (PCST). As it is an NPcomplete problem (Canuto, Resende, & Ribeiro, 2001), there is no known polynomial-time
algorithm to find the optimal solution of an arbitrary instance of the problem. Therefore
research has been focused on the design of algorithms that produce solutions as close as
possible to the optimal. Before diving further into the subject we note that the profit
maximization of the PCST is equivalent to the minimization of the sum of the cost of
the infrastructure plus the revenues not included in the network (as we explain in greater
details in section 3.2). Most of the literature on the PCST focus on the minimization
problem since it has been shown to be NP-hard to even guarantee a constant approximation for the maximization version of the problem (Feigenbaum, Papadimitriou, & Shenker,
2000), i.e. there is no polynomial algorithm which guarantees a solution with a profit that
in the worst case is n1 of the optimal, for any given n ∈ Q+ , unless NP = P. Of particular relevance is the 2-approximation minimization algorithm of Goemans and Williamson
(in short, GW-algorithm) that is based on an Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulation
and runs in O(n3 log n) time, where n is the number of nodes of the input graph (Goemans & Williamson, 1995). Subsequent research can be divided into two groups: studies
improving the approximation guarantee and time performance by using different ILP for-
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1 Introduction
mulations and studies applying heuristics without performance guarantees. In both cases,
pre- and post-processing heuristics have been developed in order to increase the time and
approximation performances.
Consider now a different scenario where, instead of building a physical infrastructure, we
are asked to build a similar structure over a computer network. Here the graph’s nodes
are servers, routers, or client applications that might be interested in joining an overlay
network of a service. The prizes model the profit gained by the service when it includes
a node in the network.
The use of the PCST to model a similar scenario was proposed in the context of the
Gradient framework1 (Vigfusson et al., 2012). Gradient is a system to address the problem
of multicasting dynamic streams to a set of users over the Internet. It was proposed as
a framework to be embedded into server-side applications and routers along the path to
the final users. Nodes can be interested in receiving a stream if they can serve users and
collect a prize for doing that. Similarly to the pipeline example, the goal is to construct
a tree delivering the stream from the service provider to the interested nodes so that the
prize collected is maximized and the connecting cost minimized. An example of use of
such a network is the broadcasting of a video stream of an event to a large number of
users with diverse needs in term of quality of the stream, driven by the users’ traffic plan
and screen size. Gradient would be more effective than a simple point-to-point multicast.
In fact, the Gradient usage of the network is optimized with respect to the edge cost
function and the service provider can use the prizes a tool to manage the different user
requirements and fees.
The new scenario of an overlay network which collects prizes and minimize its cost raises
the question for an algorithm capable of working with the decentralized nature of the
Internet. Our work seeks to address the lack of such designs in the PCST literature. In
fact, previous algorithms for the PCST problem perform a centralized computation and
thereby require a global knowledge of the input graph (topology, prizes and costs). Thus,
all the required information needs to be collected and processed at a node which acts as
a central server. Such a centralized node can easily constitute a bottleneck and a single
point of failure for the network.
Our goal is then to design algorithms to address the distributed variant of the PCST
problem. We define our distributed environment as a set of entities capable of carrying
out a computation and communicating with each other through links. Such computing
entities can represent servers, routers and client applications in real world scenarios and
are modelled by nodes of the input graph in our mathematical model. Each entity executes
a copy of the distributed algorithm, and has a limited knowledge local to the node. The
multiple copies of an algorithm running on different nodes need therefore to collaborate
through the communication channels in order to solve the problem at hand. In our model,
there is no shared memory nor a global clock. Furthermore, we assume that the network
is reliable, i.e. without failures in the links and the nodes’ execution of the algorithms,
1
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In this context prizes are called utilities.

and thus we do not consider mechanism to assure fault tolerance in our design.
Our strategy follows two lines of work: 1) to design a simple exact heuristic suitable for our
distributed model; 2) the adaptation of the original GW-algorithm to our distributed environment so that the distributed algorithm simulates the centralized algorithm. In both
cases, our work requires some use and understanding of the toolbox of techniques for
distributed algorithms (Peleg, 2000). Although our approach is completely algorithmic,
even when we deal with the GW-algorithm, a full understanding of the PCST problem
and literature requires a knowledge of Integer/Linear Programming (Chvatal, 1983), approximation algorithms (Vazirani, 2001) and the Primal-Dual schema for approximation
algorithms of Network Design Problems (Goemans & Williamson, 1997).
This work also includes a description of Neto: a simple and versatile Python framework
for the theoretical study and simulation of distributed algorithms that we implemented in
order to conduct experiments on the performance and correctness of our algorithms. Neto
allows us to run copies of arbitrary algorithms on each node of a graph and to compose
algorithms to make new ones.
We designed and implemented a GW-algorithm transposition to our distributed model
and we discuss its time and messages complexity. As a result, we have a 2-approximation
algorithm ready to run on a distributed network. However, it is inherently sequential in
its emulation of the original algorithm and, being a proof of concept, it is not a usable in
practice.
We also design a distributed algorithm which solves the PCST problem on trees to optimality with polynomial message and time complexity. This algorithm, that we call Tree
Algorithm, is similar to some of the Local Search and post-processing heuristics found in
literature for centralized PCST algorithms (Johnson, Minkoff, & Phillips, 2000; Ljubić,
2004). In particular, such heuristics consider the rooted variant of the problem in which a
special node, called root, must be included in the solution. We discuss three variations of
our Tree Algorithm: two address the unrooted PCST and one addresses the rooted variant. In regards to the previous heuristics, our main contribution has been to extend their
concept to the unrooted PCST and to redesign the technique for the distributed model.
We also provide formal proofs of correctness for our three Tree Algorithm versions.
The subsequent step is to study how such a simple algorithm could be adapted to the
general case in which the input graph is not guaranteed to be a tree. The idea we develop
in this work is a two-phase algorithm: the first phase takes a graph as input and builds
a tree that is then used to feed the Tree Algorithm which constitutes the second phase.
The Minimum Spanning Tree is a natural candidate to be employed in the first phase
since it minimizes one of the two components of the PCST objective function (the edge
costs). It is also already known to constitute a 2-approximation of the related ST problem.
Furthermore distributed algorithms for its construction have been introduced in literature.
We refer to the resulting two-phase algorithm as the MST-heuristic for the distributed
PCST problem.
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On the theoretical side, we show that the MST-heuristic can not provide an approximation guarantee of the optimal PCST, i.e. the solution it builds can be arbitrarily worse
than the optimal. However, we test our algorithm against sets of PCST instances found
in literature for which the optimal solution is known, and some scale-free and grid graph
of our creation, for which we computed the GW-algorithm solution. Despite the negative
theoretical result, our tests are encouraging: the MST-heuristic produced solutions comparable to the ∼ 2-approximation guarantee of the known centralized algorithms. The
average approximation produced by our algorithm on the set of instances found in literature is within a 1.45-approximation of the optimal PCST and in some cases it is even
able to find the optimal solution. The worst case we found is a 3.78-approximation of
the optimal PCST. Not having the optimal solution available for the set of instances we
created, we compared the quality of the MST-heuristic solution to the one produced by
the GW-algorithm. In our experiments, the heuristic builds graphs that approximate or
even replicate very well the GW-algorithm solution: the worst approximation we get is
a tree of 1.14 times the value of the GW-solution for a grid graph instance, whereas we
even outperform the GW-algorithm for a scale-free instance.
The structure of this work is as follows. First, in chapter 2, we give an overview of the
background for fields needed for the distributed PCST. We then explore the field of the
centralized PCST in chapter 3. Our main contribution are the distributed variant of the
problem, found in chapter 4, and the Neto framework described in chapter 5. In chapter
6 we show the experimental results that we found and conclude with an overview of the
work and suggestions for future works in chapter 7.
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2 Background
This work spans several fields of Computer Science. First, graph theory provides us with
a formal basis of abstraction for the problems we encounter. We will study combinatorial
problems where it is required to optimize a global function and they are often approached
with Integer Programming techniques which form a separate area of study. Because
of the nature of the function to be optimized, Integer Programming assumes a global
knowledge over the graph. On the other hand, we aim to solve the Prize Collecting
Steiner Tree (PCST) problem on a distributed environment, where each node, i.e. our
computing entities, has only local knowledge. Such requirements form the field of study
of distributed computing and its algorithms.
This chapter introduces the notations and definitions of the concepts from these fields
that are relevant to our work.

2.1 Graph Theory
A graph is a mathematical abstraction used to represent a set of objects, that we call nodes
or vertexes, and a set of links between them, called edges. In our work, we use graphs
to represent networks of independent computing entities, e.g. a network of computers.
Our graphs, if not otherwise specified, are simple connected weighted graphs with a prize
attached to each node.

2.1.1 Definition of a Graph
To proceed we need a more formal definition for the idea of graph.
Def 1. A graph G = (V, E) is an ordered pair of sets, where V is a set of objects called
nodes or vertex and each e ∈ E ⊆ V × V is a pair of elements from V and is called edge.
When the pairs forming E are ordered, the graph is called a directed graph or a digraph.
In this case the edges are arrows and it is possible to define the head and the tail of the
edge. Conversely, when all e ∈ E are unordered, the graph is said to be an undirected
graph.
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A multigraph is a kind of graph that may contain self-loops of the form (u, u) that connect
an element with itself, and allows multiple edges connecting the same pair of nodes.
Def 2. A simple graph is an undirected graph that does not contain self-loops nor multiple
edges.
We will only consider simple graphs in this work. We model two-way communication
channels between connected computers as edges and the computers themselves will be
represented as nodes. Thus the choice to work with undirected edges. Also, self-loops are
not relevant to us because they would represent a connection from a node to itself. as we
argue in section 2.3.2, we do not need to take in consideration this kind of communication.
Furthermore, from a theoretical point of view, it is possible to apply our algorithms on
multigraphs by transforming them in simple graphs without loss of relevant information.

2.1.2 Graphs Attributes
We can add an arbitrary number of attributes and functions to graphs. Of particular
interest for us are the following two cases.
A weighted graph is a graph that associates a weight to each of its edges as shown below.
Weights can represent for example the lengths of paths. In our case, they represent a cost
and therefore we will sometime refer to weights as costs. In general, graph theory allows
negative edge weights, however, this does not apply to our scenario because they represent
the cost to connect two nodes. Therefore we consider weights to be always non-negative.
G = (V, E ⊆ V × V, w : E → R≥0 )
In the same way, we attach to every node a non-negative attribute that we call the node’s
prize.
G = (V, E ⊆ V × V, w : E → R≥0 , p : V → R≥0 )
The above functions w and p take single edges and nodes as inputs. To avoid repetition
and simplify our notation we let them accept graphs and list of edges and nodes as well.
Given our graph G = (V, E) we can therefore write:
w(G) = w(E) =

X

w(i)

i∈E

and
p(G) = p(V ) =

X

p(i)

i∈V

Figure 2.1 shows an example of graph with weights on the edges and prizes on the nodes.
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Figure 2.1: Example of simple weighted graph with prizes attached to nodes.

2.1.3 Trees, Forests and Other Definitions
Def 3. We say that two nodes u, v are adjacent or neighbours if there is an edge in which
they both appear. In other words, two nodes are adjacent iff there is an edge connecting
them.
u, v ∈ V are adjacent iff (u, v) ∈ E
As an extension we also say that an edge is adjacent to a node if the node appears in the
edge. Throughout this work we use the term adjacent node and neighbour interchangeably
and, unless otherwise specified, we let the neighbourhood of a node n be the set of nodes
that are neighbours of n.
Consider an arbitrary graph G = (V, E) and imagine moving from node to node through
the edges of the graph. Exploring the graph in such a way defines a walk. If any edge is
taken only once, the walk is called trial. If any internal node of the sequence of nodes of
a trial is visited only once, the trial is called a path. In the case the node at the extreme
of the path sequence are identical, then the path forms a cycle or circuit.
Graphs that contain no cycles are said to be acyclic. A graph is said to be connected when
there exists a path between any two nodes in a graph. Note that we will generally work
with connected graphs. Disconnected graphs do not represent interesting cases for our
problems because we can solve the problems for each connected components separately1 .
We can now define a tree as a connected acyclic graph. A set of disconnected trees is
called a forest. We will generally label trees with the character T .

1

However note that thanks to the distributed nature of our algorithms, disconnected components of the
graph are treated as separated graphs.
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2.1.4 Minimum Spanning Tree
Consider a connected graph G = (V, E). A spanning tree T = (Vt , Et ) of G is a tree
composed of the same set of node of G and of a subset of edges of G.

Vt = V , Et ⊆ E
Unless a graph G is already a tree, there can be multiple spanning trees of G and, in
the case of a weighted graph, they generally have different weights depending on which
edges they include. Among the set of all the spanning tree of G, the Minimum Spanning
Tree (MST) of G is the spanning trees that has the minimum amount of edge’s weights.
Therefore the MST is a spanning tree that minimizes the tree weight.
Note that there is no guarantee that the MST of a graph is unique, i.e. there can be
multiple spanning trees that collect the same total weight. However, it can be proven
that in the particular case of graphs with distinct edge weights (where there are no edges
with the same weight) there is a unique MST. In real world instances, the assumption of
distinct weights is often reasonable.
Spanning trees establish a unique path between any two nodes of a graph. In a distributed
setting, this can be used for example to broadcast information through all the nodes.
Clearly, a MST adds the advantage of representing the most efficient structure with respect
to the graph’s weights. Consider using a weighted graph to model the problem described
in the Introduction, of a company that needs to lay down a district’s infrastructure. In
this case the graph’s weight represent the company’s cost of labour and the MST allows
the company to accomplish its goal with the minimum cost.
If edge weights are integers, the MST can be computed in O(m + n) where m and n are
the numbers of edges and nodes. The respective textbooks chapters provide a deeper discussion and list of reference for the Minimum Spanning Tree (Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest,
& Stein, 2009). Here follows a review of the most well known algorithms for the MST:
Kruskal’s and Prim’s. Both are greedy algorithms that lead to the optimal solution for
the input instance of the problem.

Kruskal’s Algorithms
Informally, what it is called the Kruskal’s Algorithm proceeds as follows. Until no longer
possible, take the minimum weight edge e not yet considered, if e does not form a cycle
with the edges previously chosen, add it to the solution. At the end, the chosen edges
will form the MST for the input graph.
The algorithm maintains a forest that initially is formed by every node of the input graph
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as separate tree. In order to verify whether an edge forms a cycle, it suffices to check if
the endpoints belong to the same tree in the forest.
The Kruskal Algorithm for MST is named after its inventor, Joseph Kruskal (Kruskal,
1956).

Prim’s Algorithm
In Prim’s Algorithm, the construction of the MST starts at any node and, at each step,
it adds to the tree the edge with the minimum weight with exactly one node in the tree
(Prim, 1957).
The algorithm is further discussed in section 2.3.3 in light of the study on distributed
computing.

2.1.5 Minimum Steiner Tree Problem
A Steiner Tree is somewhat similar to a Spanning Tree. The difference is that the former
needs to connect only a given subset of the graph’s nodes, whereas the latter, as we
described, must include all of them. The set of nodes that needs to be spanned by the
Steiner Tree is called R and such nodes are called required nodes. The nodes of the graph
that are not required to be in the tree are called Steiner nodes and their set form, with
R, a partition of the graph. Similarly to the MST, given an arbitrary graph and set of
required nodes, the minimum Steiner Tree (ST) is the one with the minimum total weight
among all the Steiner Trees. In order to leverage shortcuts collecting the least weight, it
is possible for a Minimum Steiner Tree (ST) to include some Steiner nodes.
We can define this more formally as follows.
Def 4. Given a connected simple weighted graph G = (V, E, w : E → R≥0 ) and a partition
of V made of two sets: R the set of required nodes and S the set of Steiner nodes. A
Steiner Tree is a tree that includes all the required nodes and possibly some of the Steiner
nodes of G. The Steiner Tree Problem consists in finding the Steiner Tree that collects
the minimum total weight with its edges.
The set of non-required nodes is the crucial point of the Steiner Tree Problem. In fact they
add the complexity of checking for short-cuts that might connect the required nodes with
a lower weight-cost. Therefore, when we build a Steiner Tree, we do not know a-priori
which and how many Steiner nodes to include in the solution. Consequently, (Karp, 1972)
shown the decision version of the ST problem to be NP-complete (compare this with the
linear time complexity of the MST) and the literature on the problem is focused on finding
the best approximation possible of the optimal solution in polynomial time. Figure 2.2
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shows an example in which the optimal solution includes a Steiner node, drawn as a white
node in contrast to the required nodes in bold.

3
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5

Figure 2.2: A graph of three required nodes and one Steiner node in the centre. The bold
central edges form the optimal ST with total weight of 9.
The most straightforward way to build an approximate solution of the optimal ST is to
create a MST over R. In order to accomplish this we first transform the input graph to
its metric closure, i.e. in a complete graph in which the edge weights respect the triangle
inequality.
w(u, v) ≤ w(u, z) + w(z, v) ∀u, v, z ∈ V
In order to carry out the transformation, the idea is to maintain only the least weighted
edge between two nodes (to assure that the resulting graph is simple) and to add a new
edge whenever two nodes are not connected by any edge. The total weight of the minimum
path between the given two nodes is assigned as weight of the new edge. It is possible to
perform such transformation in polynomial time, so that any approximation factor found
for the transformed graph is valid for the original graph as well.
It can be proven that, in the metric graph, the MST over the required nodes collects
at most twice the weight of the optimal ST. Thus algorithms for the MST form a 2approximation algorithm for the Minimum Steiner Tree Problem (Vazirani, 2001).

2.2 Integer Linear Programming
The PCST has been mainly addressed with the Primal-Dual technique proposed by Goemans and Williamson (Goemans & Williamson, 1997). The same authors describe a general approximation technique for constrained forest problems suitable for the minimumcost spanning tree and Steiner Tree problems, including the PCST (Goemans & Williamson,
1995). In this section we review the field of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) upon which
the technique is based. An introduction on Linear Programming is available on textbooks
such as (Chvatal, 1983).
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2.2.1 Combinatorial Optimization
First of all we recall that when we are asked to find an optimal object over a finite
set of feasible objects, that task is called a combinatorial optimization problem. This
is a subset of mathematical optimization, i.e. the selection of the best element over
a set of feasible solutions (also known as mathematical programming), combined with
combinatorial problems as we only have a finite set of discrete elements to choose from.
Note that all problems we encounter in this work are in fact combinatorial optimization
problems. For example, when we are asked to find a MST, we can model the problem
with a characteristic vector where each of the components represents an edge in the input
graph. An element of the vector is equal to 1 when the edge that it represents is included
in the solution, otherwise the element is 0. Not all possible characteristic vectors are
feasible solutions. In fact, only vectors representing a tree are feasible solutions for the
MST problem. Given the constraints for problem, the combinatorial optimization problem
is to find the best (i.e. in our example the minimum weight) solution among all feasible
solutions.

2.2.2 Overview of Linear Programming and Integer Linear
Programming
Linear Programming is a method to formulate a mathematical optimization problem when
the mathematical model can be described with the sole use of linear equations and linear
constraints. The general form of an LP looks like in the case of a minimization problem.

M in : Σi ci xi
Subj : Ax ≥ b
x≥0
In the first line, we see the linear equation modelling the cost of the problem. The
remaining lines are the linear constraints.
However, when the problem’s variables can assume only integer values, we call the formulation an ILP. To solve an ILP is a NP-hard problem and it is harder than a general
Linear Program because of the added integer constraint.
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2.3 Distributed Computing
In any problem we encountered so far, we have assumed to have a global knowledge of
the topology of the input graphs and on the attributes of their components. For example,
the algorithm solving the Steiner Tree Problem can access any edge weight at any time
as if it were a program running on a computer where the entire graph is stored.
Moreover we have assumed that the algorithms run as a single process, i.e. no two
instances of the algorithm are working in parallel. We have so far not considered the
option of running several instances of an algorithm that collaborate to find a solution
using less time or resource.
Distributed Computing is the field of study of multiple computing entities that collaborate
through message passing, in order to achieve a common goal. In particular, we shift our
model to Distributed Computing in order to allow each node of a graph to perform some
computation and to communicate with its neighbourhood by sending messages through
its adjacent edges.
The field ranges beyond the limits of our settings, i.e. the study of multicore and parallel
computing. As in section 2.2 we will cover the basic notion of Distributed Computing
useful to our study and we will show how problems relevant to us, so that the ST and the
MST, can be studied in this new setting.
(Peleg, 2000) provides further references on the subject.

2.3.1 Definition and Motivations of Distributed Computing
We start by defining what we mean with Distributed Computing.
Def 5. We say that a computation is distributed if it is performed by a set of independent
entities that can run in parallel and are able to communicate with each other in order to
reach a common goal.

Examples of Distributed Computing
Our working case study of a network of computers is a perfect example of Distributed
Computing. Routers, clients and servers on the Internet are entities that communicate to
collaborate, while placed in different locations.
Another classical example of Distributed Computing is a network of sensors2 . For instance
2
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In fact, in section 5.3.1 we also implement and describe a model of a sensor network in the description
of our custom simulation framework.
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consider the high-speed railway network of a country. Sensors placed on trains and along
the side of the railway register speed and direction of each convoy. This information is
sent to central stations where one or more computers control rail traffic to avoid collisions,
derailment and assure a normal service. In turn, the central station activates switches and
signals. If a train exceeds the speed limit in front of a ground sensor, this can force the
train system to slow down without the intervention of the central station. Even so, the
central station will probably eventually informed. We understand from this mechanism
that distributed entities can collaborate in such a situation, without central coordination
or control system. Finally we note that the central station can itself can be considered
distributed system, if for example it is implemented as a multicore machine where each
core manages a single line.

Motivations
The examples above give us clear motivations for studying Distributed Computing. Sets
of sensors and routers are physical independent entities that cannot be modelled with centralized computation. They perform internal computation and cannot share information
unless without explicit communication.
In addition, there are cases where it is useful to set up a distributed system, even if it
is not strictly imposed by the nature of the problem itself. A reason to do so can be to
divide the computation of a bigger task among multiple entities in order to solve subproblems of such tasks in parallel. An example is the SETI@home project which «uses
millions of computers in homes and offices around the world to analyze radio signals from
space» in search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (Anderson, Cobb, Korpela, Lebofsky, &
Werthimer, 2002). The computational power resulting by the union of the efforts of the
computer joining the project allows to study a wider range of radio frequencies and with
a greater sensitivity then it could be possible with single supercomputers. Note however,
that the increase of computational power comes with an overhead of communication time,
which is used to exchange information within the computational entities. As an extreme
case, we can consider a system which divides the evaluation of a simple equation among
two processors situated far away from each other. Such a system is likely to employ most
of its time waiting messages to arrive from one processor to the other rather than on
evaluating the equation’s components.
An additional important feature of distributed systems is fault-tolerance. In fact, a machine performing a centralized computation creates a single-point of failure, e.g. it could
stop operating correctly due to a sudden lack of electric power. The same system can
be designed to operate in a distributed environment where the multiple participants can
provide the same service.
Ideally, we would like to include as many advantages as possible in our attempt for an
algorithm for the distributed PCST.
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Peculiarities of Distributed Computing
Compared to the centralized settings, there are multiple properties unique to the Distributed Computing model.

Communication Communication plays a central role in distributed computing. We said
a computation is distributed when there are multiple collaborating entities. The cost of
having such a structure is the necessity of communication. We adopt a message passing
model where communication is treated explicitly: information can pass from an entity
to another only when a message is sent. As a consequence, in the task of analysing and
comparing a distributed algorithm’s performance we evaluate the number of message it
needs to accomplish its goal. This is similar to the role of time complexity analysis for
centralized algorithms. The classical time and memory analysis of algorithms might still
be valid in this new model as well, however the importance of the communication leads
us to focus mostly on the amount of communication.

Limited Knowledge An issue in our model is the limited knowledge that our computing
entities have. For example, we assume each node to know only its prize and the weights
of its adjacent edges. A distributed algorithm has to perform its computation with the
limited information it possesses and whenever a global knowledge is required, an appropriate communication mechanism must be used. When the computing entities know the
global number of the collaborating members of the system, this special case is known as
non-uniform, whereas in a uniform network the algorithm running on each node does not
know this information. Sometimes the nodes do not even have unique identifiers in which
case the network is called anonymous.

Failures As we argued in the motivation section for distributed computing, fault tolerance is one of the main reason to build a distributed computing network, as it is possible
to design algorithms and systems that are resistant to failures. If we consider once again
the example of the Gradient framework described in the Introduction (chapter 1), we can
spot the server solving the PCST problem as a vulnerable single point of failure, if the
framework were designed to run as a centralized service.

Coordination and Synchronization A problem arising from the limited knowledge of
the computing entities is their coordination. In fact, the only means for an entity to
know at which stage of the computation the other collaborating entities are is through
communication, unless we allow for the existence of a global clock. Models like ours that
do not allow for such a clock are called asynchronous, whereas if the global clock is present
the model is called synchronous.
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Symmetry Breaking Consider a distributed algorithm made of initially equal entities
that needs to select a leader (e.g. the root of the PCST). Because there is no difference
among the members of the system a problem of breaking the system symmetry occurs.

2.3.2 Our Distributed Setting
As we have seen, there are multiple options that define a distributed model. In our
algorithms, we will stick to the following description unless otherwise specified.
Our distributed model is formed by nodes of a graph that represents independent computing entities capable of communicating with each other through the edges of the graph.
Nodes know their prize and the weights of their adjacent edges. We assume that nodes
have unique identifiers, which in our motivation scenario might be represented by IP
addresses. Furthermore, we assume that the input graph of the problem to match the
communication graph of the distributed system and all that nodes perform the same
algorithm.
Edges are two way communication channels and we do not impose a limit of how many
messages can go through at the same time. As a consequence, multiple message sent at
the same time on the same edge do not collide, regardless of the direction of the message.
In fact, a node can also send multiple messages before the previous messages are arrived.
Messages are supposed to arrive at destination in finite time and error free. We also
preserve message ordering on single edges, however if two messages arrive to a node at
the same time through different edges, their ordering is not guaranteed.
Our algorithms work with weights associated to edges. However this weight is not meant
as communication cost of messages, i.e. it is not related to the time taken by a message to
reach the destination. We do not require edges, unless specified, to have unique weights.
Beside its prize, the knowledge of a node is limited to its internal state and we do not
assume the presence of a global clock. Thus, edge attributes get meaning only by the
value stored on the involved nodes. We assume nodes to be always able to know the
weight of their adjacent edges. Also, a node does not know the global topology of the
graph, but it does know its neighbours and their identifiers, so that it does not need to
discover to which node it can communicate with.
We limit our work to static networks, i.e. we assume the topology and the input functions, i.e. weight and prize, to not change over time. Also, we assume our nodes to be
trustworthy, that is we do not consider node failures or malicious behaviour.
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2.3.3 Distributed Minimum Spanning Tree
A core contribution of this work is a MST-based heuristic for the PCST. Therefore an
efficient distributed algorithm for the MST construction is fundamental. This can be
accomplished by any one of the MST-finding algorithms. Here, we discuss a direct adaptation of Prim’s algorithm, the pioneering Gallager, Humblet and Spira Distributed MST
(GHS) algorithm which introduced important techniques for the field of distributed algorithms (Gallager, Humblet, & Spira, 1983), and the algorithm given by (Awerbuch, 1987),
which is optimal both in time and communication complexity.
Note that distributed MST is important to other algorithms as well, which use Spanning
Tree as a subroutine and it can be used to count the number of nodes in the network.
Take as an example, a part from our PCST heuristic, the leader election algorithm of
(Frederickson & Lynch, 1984) and the all pairs-shortest path algorithm given by (Kanchi
& Vineyard, 2004).

The Blue Rule
Of particular interest in the designing of a MST algorithm is the so called Blue Rule
(Peleg, 2000). The idea behind the rule is to be able to incrementally grow fragments of
the MST that eventually lead to the complete tree. The rule states as follows:
“Given a fragment of the MST, adding to it the MWOE of the fagment results in a new
fragment of the MST. ”
Here a fragment of a tree T is any of its subtrees and the MWOE (Minimum Weight
Outgoing Edge) of a fragment f is the minimum weight edge with exactly one end in f .
Assume an edge e to be the MWOE of a fragment. To justify the rule we observe that, if
e did not belong to the MST, it would be possible to build a tree T 0 such that it includes
e and collects less weights than the MST, making a contradiction.
The rule defines an algorithmic design suitable for distributed computing, in fact it is
possible to start with every single node as fragments of the MST and then each fragment
can locally find its MWOE and merge with the neighbouring fragment. This is possible
because, in contrast to the PCST, in building the MST we know that every node is a
fragment of the final solution.

Adapting Prim’s Algorithm
Let us consider the possibility of directly applying the centralized Prim’s algorithm in
which a MST-fragment is grown by adding its minimum outgoing edge. We need to
choose a node to start from, that will be our initial single-node tree. In order to add new
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edges, we can make a convergecast from all the leaves to a single node that will act as
root (say the initial node). Along this convergecast, the minimum weight outgoing edge
is selected and the root can broadcast the information to all children that then will look
for the next edge to include and so for until there will not be any outgoing edges.
This algorithm can work in our distributed model, however it grows the fragment of only
one edge at a time and it needs to collect all relevant information to a single node, thus it
is sequential and inefficient as time and message complexity are quadratic in the number of
nodes. This is an example of how a direct translation of centralized algorithm is possible,
but inefficient. We examine the same technique to the well known GW-algorithm for the
PCST in section 4.4.

The GHS Algorithm
In order to build the MST of a graph in a distributed environment, it is either required
that the node have unique identifiers or that the edge weights are distinct. (Gallager et
al., 1983) provide a distributed event-driven algorithm for the latter case and a slight
modification of the same algorithm for the former3 .
The algorithm starts at any node, or set of nodes. Initially, every node constitutes a
separated fragment of MST which are later merged asynchronously in order to build the
entire tree. By the use of a convergecast phase, a fragment selects its minimum weight
outgoing edge to merge with a neighbouring fragment. This reflects the Blue Rule: add
the minimum weight outgoing edge of an MST fragment to the fragment itself results in
a new MST fragment. Because the asynchrony of the environment, it is possible that a
node believes a neighbour to be in a different fragment whereas their fragments have been
merged in a prior phase of the algorithm. To avoid this, the notion of fragment level is
introduced: every time a fragment goes through a merge, it increases its level by one unit
and broadcasts it to all the fragment’s nodes. Thus, when a fragment f1 selects an edge
for a merge, the target fragment f2 at the other extreme of this edge accepts to proceed
only if its level level(f2 ) is greater or equal to level(f1 ).
Given V as the number of the nodes in the network and E the number of edges, at most
5V log2 V + 2E message are exchanged to build the MST. At the end of the algorithm,
each node knows which of its adjacent edges are part of the MST and which of these
brings to a particular edge called core-edge. Thus, the asymptotic complexity of the GHS
algorithm is O(E + V log V ) messages and O(V log V ) time.
The algorithm optimizes the number of pointer changes within trees as smaller trees get
absorbed by bigger ones, thus the messages to broadcast fragment level and identity go
through the smaller tree. However, as a consequence, bigger fragments need to wait, i.e.
3

We implemented both version of this algorithm to test our framework, Neto, described in chapter 5.
The algorithm code is included in our public repository and follows the pseudocode of the original
reference.
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to stay idle, until neighbouring fragments reach a higher level.
The algorithm later introduced by (Awerbuch, 1987) solves the problem by allowing multiple nodes (instead of only the fragment’s root) to increase the fragment level. The
Awerbuch’s algorithm is similar to (and in part incorporates) the GHS algorithm. With
such modification, as additional requirement, the nodes should know their total number in
the graph. Thus, Awerbuch’s algorithm is divided in two stages. First the counting stage
counts the nodes in the graph and builds a spanning tree of the graph that, in general,
does not minimize the edge weight. Then, the second stage builds the final MST. Both
stages require O(V ) time and O(E + V logV ) messages.
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3.1 Introduction
The Prize Collecting Steiner Tree is a mathematical optimization problem useful to describe the need to connect a number of paying elements with the minimum connecting
cost. In this regard, the PCST is a particular kind of ST1 , where nodes have a nonnegative prize attribute rather than being divided in terminals and non-terminals. Given
the edge costs together with the node prizes, the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree models
how profitable a tree is and there are multiple formal definitions for such a problem.
A classical scenario which can be modelled in terms of the PCST is the one of a private
company planning to connect an urban area with fibre optic cables. The company needs
to set down the cable on the streets, paying a cost proportional to the distance covered.
These connections are the edges of the PCST’s graph. There are two kinds of nodes: 1)
the buildings, that are profitable entities to connect, 2) the street intersections, where
the cables split. In the graph modelling the problem, we assign a prize to the nodes,
proportional to the profit they represent for the company. Thus, we assign a non-negative
prize to buildings but zero prize to the street intersections because the company will get
no payment from them. Such a scenario is pictured in figure 3.1.
In contrast to the MST, where all the nodes must be included in the solution and the
problem is to select the best subset of edges, the ST problems add a complexity linked to
an increasing degree of uncertainty. The minimum Steiner Tree Problem has an increased
complexity due to the fact that the best solution may include shortcuts, i.e. the problem
is to select the best subset of edges and the best set of Steiner nodes. However we still
have a fixed set of required nodes that must be included. If the company in the example
above were public, and then sure to need to connect all the buildings rather than only
the profitable ones, the problem could be addressed with a ST with building being the
required nodes and street intersections being the Steiner nodes2 . When solving the PCST
problem the added complexity is the uncertainty of the interaction between prizes and
costs and we do not know a priori which nodes shall be included. For instance the
company in our example, when laying the cables, we can exclude some buildings even if
1

2

I.e., in an undirected graph with terminal and non-terminal nodes, a tree spanning over the set of
terminals and possibly also some of the non-terminals. See section 2.1.5 for precise definition and
description.
Note that a MST would require to connect also all the street intersections.
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Figure 3.1: On the left, an input instance of the PCST representing a network of streets
and buildings. The red edges define a suboptimal solution. The optimal solution, shown
on the right, leaves out of reach some buildings as the cost of connection exceeds the
node’s prize.
they have a non-zero profitability, e.g. if the cost of lay down the cables is too high.

3.2 Definitions
We define the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree Problem as an optimization problem over an
undirected graph G = (V, E, p, w) where V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of
edges, p is a non-negative prize function for each vertex v ∈ V and w is a non-negative
weight function for each edge e ∈ E.
The exact objective function to optimize and its constraints vary, resulting in multiple
forms of the PCST problem, for which there exist a rooted and a non-rooted variant of
each one. In the rooted variants, a node called the root must be included in the solution.
In practice, this node can represent the source of a service. Conversely, in the unrooted
variants any subtree of the input graph can be a candidate solution, therefore the search
is for the tree that optimizes the global function without further topological constraints.
This can be useful if the company in the above example has a flexible strategy to connect
the graph, or, as another example, if the PCST models an emergent network. Note
however that if there are multiple nodes that are required to be included in the solution,
it is possible to assign to them a sufficiently large prize.
Johnson et al. studied four formulations of the PCST optimization problem, both reviewing the theory beneath the problem and experimenting the effectiveness of multiple
approaches (Johnson et al., 2000). The first two formulations are the most generic and of
the most relevance to our work. Here we list and describe them.
1. Goemans-Williamson Minimization problem: build a subtree T 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) such
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that it minimizes the sum of its edges and the prizes of nodes not spanned by T 0 .
GW (T 0 ) =

X
v ∈V
/

p(v) +

X

w(e)

e∈E 0

0

2. Net-Worth Maximization Problem: find a subtree that maximizes the profit:
N W (T 0 ) =

X

p(v) −

v∈V 0

X

w(e)

e∈E 0

The definitions shown above are equivalent as far optimization is concerned, i.e. they
share their optimal solution. In fact, we can see that for an arbitrary tree T 0 it holds:
GW (T 0 ) + N W (T 0 ) =

X

p(v)

v∈V

However, the two problems are not equivalent in approximation. Moreover, it was shown
that it is NP-hard to approximate the NW-function to any constant approximation factor
(Feigenbaum et al., 2000).
To convince ourselves, we can look at the graph in figure 3.2 that shows the same graph
that we used to describe the Steiner Tree approximation, but with nodes with consistent
prize in place of terminals and null prize node in lieu of the central Steiner node. As it
would be for the ST, the optimal PCST solution is a tree spanning all the nodes through
the central edges and the Steiner node. The optimal solution is shown in red, in the top
panel in figure 3.2 and it is shared by both GW and NW objective functions, whereas the
central and bottom part of the figure show two suboptimal trees.
The values of the Goeman-Williamson (GW) and Net-Worth (NW) functions are reported
on the right of each figure, together with their approximation ratio, written as αf . The approximation ratio of the GW function is computed as αGW = GW (T 0 )/GW (T ∗ ), whereas
the approximation ratio for the NW function is evaluated as αN W = N W (T ∗ )/N W (T 0 ),
where T 0 is an arbitrary tree over an input graph G and T ∗ is the optimal solution for the
PCST instance. As we can see, the sum of GW and NW functions is constant, thus at
the decrease of the latter it corresponds an increase of the former. We can also observe
that the approximation ratio is not preserved between the two functions, as the relative
impact of variations on value is different on the two fractions. This is due to how the
approximation of two functions f and g works when they sum up to a constant value.
Consider in fact an arbitrary instance of the PCST problem. In general, the prizes collected by the two functions are split unevenly. Let’s assume the optimal solution to be
GWopt = 8 and N Wopt = 2. If we can guarantee the approximation for one of the two
functions, the approximation factor for the other will be different, as shown in figure 3.3.
Other variants of the PCST problem have been proposed in literature. Johnson et al.
describe: 3) a quota problem where we are asked to build a subtree that collects at least
a given quota of spanned node’s prizes and that minimizes the edge weights; 4) a budget
problem where while collecting node prizes we can use up to a given budget to cover the
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Figure 3.2: At the top the input graph. The GW and NW functions share the optimal
solution, highlighted in red. Below, two sub-optimal solutions with their approximation
ratio. Note that for every tree on the input graph the NW and GW functions sum up
P
to the total prize on the graph p(v).
v
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8
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Figure 3.3: Variations on the functions’ values lead to different approximation factors.
edge weights (Johnson et al., 2000). In literature we also find the 5) Fractional Prize
Collecting Steiner Tree problem (Ljubić, 2004), useful to model the case of maximization
of the Return of Profit i.e. the ratio of the collected prize over the weight spent to build
the tree.

3.2.1 Complexity of the Prize-Collecting Problems
In this section we review on the computational complexity of the PCST problem. First of
all, we note that, as in the case of the MST and ST problems, the solution to the PCST
problem is always a tree. In fact, given an arbitrary solution Gi containing a cycle c, if
we remove from c the edge with the highest weight, we always get a solution Gj that is
better than Gi , i.e. a graph structure that pays less edge weight but collects the same
prizes3 . By iteratively applying these steps, we obtain a tree and therefore the optimal
solution must be a tree.
The ST problem is a particular case of the PCST where terminals have infinite prize and
Steiner nodes have null prize and therefore every algorithm solving the PCST is able to
solve the ST as well. Thus, we deduce the NP-completeness of the PCST.
In the same way the PCST problem constitutes an extension of the more classical Steiner
Tree problem, prize-collecting variants of other problems have also been considered in
literature. A notable example is the Prize-Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem (Balas,
1989; Bienstock, Goemans, Simchi-Levi, & Williamson, 1993). Its definition and some of
its algorithms are closely related to the PCST. For example, the algorithm given by
Goemans and Williamson for the Prize-Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
starts by building the PCST on the input graph with halved node prizes (Goemans &
Williamson, 1995).
In general, an approximation gap of circa 0.5 has been observed in literature between
the approximation algorithms for the prize-collecting variants and their original non3

This, of course, holds for both the GW and NW definitions, leading to an higher profit for the latter
and a lower cost for the former.
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prize-collecting problems. That is, given an arbitrary problem X and its prize-collecting
variant P CX, the approximation factor of an algorithm for P CX is usually circa α +
0.5 where α is the approximation factor for the problem X. However, no hardness or
integrality gap that separates prize-collecting and non-prize-collecting versions is known,
except one for planar/Euclidean graphs4 , and therefore to close such gaps or to prove
hardness/integrality gaps is currently an open problem(HajiAghayi, 2011).

3.3 Previous Works
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to implement a distributed algorithm for the
PCST problem. In this section we review the literature on the PCST, then we list and
describe the centralized algorithms most relevant to our work.

3.3.1 Review of the history of studies on the PCST
Segev introduced the so called Node Weighted Steiner Tree Problem (NWST), a variant
of the Steiner problems with a quantitative attribute on the nodes (Segev, 1987). In this
problem we are asked to minimize the sum of edge-costs and node-prizes, but we also
have to include a set of terminals to connect, as in the classical ST. Segev noted that
the NWST can be transformed into a Directed Steiner Tree problem if the node-weights
are non-negative and a root is given. The contribution concerns a special case of NWST:
the Single Point Weighted Steiner Tree problem, in which we are required to include a
node in the solution. In this version, the weights of the remaining nodes are non-positive.
Negating the weights yields a minimization problem, equivalent in optimization to the
GW rooted variant for the PCST.
The Prize Collecting term was first introduced in a variation of the TSP in which nodes
have a non-negative attribute representing a penalty for excluding a node from the solution
(Balas, 1989). This definition is similar to the one used by Goemans and Williamson in
their publications.
The PCST problem was introduced by (Bienstock et al., 1993) who gave a 3-approximation
algorithm as an extension of their algorithm for the Prize Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem (PCTSP). Later, Goemans and Williamson gave an algorithm that runs in
O(n3 log n) time (where n is the number of nodes) and gives a solution for the minimiza1
(Goemans
tion problem that we defined as GW with an approximation ratio of 2 − n−1
& Williamson, 1995). This is actually an algorithm for the rooted variant of the problem
of time complexity O(n2 log n) that is run once for each possible root. The algorithm is
presented in the paper as part of a study on a novel approximation technique that can be
applied to many graph problems based on an ILP. The same authors frame their solution
4

See (HajiAghayi, 2011).
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in the context of a general Primal Dual (PD) technique for approximation algorithms,
where problems are modelled in terms of the Hitting Set Problem (HSP) (Goemans &
Williamson, 1997).
The Goemans and Williamson result was further improved in (Johnson et al., 2000).
In their work, the authors present a review of different PCST variants and approaches
that they compare both theoretically and by simulations. By enhancing the pruning
phase of the GW-algorithm, they obtain empirically better results and claimed that it is
guaranteed to be within the same approximation factor as the original GW-algorithm. In
their algorithm, the growth phase is modified so that the algorithm does not need a root
and thus they avoid running it for each node when considering the rootless variant of the
1
problem. For the unrooted PCST problem their final claimed result is therefore a 2 − n−1
2
approximation algorithm that runs in O(n log n).
However, the approximation ratio given by (Johnson et al., 2000) was shown to be incorrect by a counterexample where the algorithm returns an approximation ratio of 2, which
has been prooved to be its actual approximation ratio (Feofiloff, Fernandes, Ferreira, & de
Pina, 2007). Furthermore, the authors of this counterexample introduce a new algorithm
based on the GW-definition but with a slightly different LP-formulation. They show a
2 − n2 approximation ratio for the unrooted problem that runs with a time complexity of
O(n2 log n). As in the algorithm by Johnson et al., the growth phase does not use a root,
thus the decrease in the running time by a factor of n, with respect to the GW-algorithm.
This last result of (Feofiloff et al., 2007) is the algorithm with the best approximation
guarantee known to us.
In addition to the research for approximation algorithms, non-deterministic heuristics and
exact algorithms have also been developed. For this line of work, we review a perturbation
algorithm based on the GW-algorithm (Canuto et al., 2001) in section 3.3.3, and in section
3.3.4 a Memetic Algorithm in combination with an ILP formulation and a branch-and-cut
algorithm to solve the PCST problem to optimality (Ljubić, 2004).

3.3.2 The GW-algorithm
Goemans and Williamson show how the Primal-Dual method (PD) can be used to develop approximation algorithms and how this applies to various network design problems
(Goemans & Williamson, 1997). They first explain how to obtain an α-approximation for
the Hitting Set Problem (HSP), where α is the cardinality of the biggest set to be hit. A
wide variety of problems can be modelled in terms of the HSP and thus are solved by the
PD technique.
The GW-algorithm is a 2-approximation of the optimal solution and it runs in O(n2 log n)
time for n = |V | for the rooted variant of the GW-problem. If there is no root specified,
the algorithm can be run once for all the possible roots. It is the same PD algorithm for the
HSP, given an appropriate formulation in which the ground set of elements corresponds
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to the edges and all the possible subsets S ⊆ V − {r} of vertices of the original PCST
problem.
The algorithm for the PCST works as follows (Goemans & Williamson, 1995). It maintains
a forest of edges, modelled by a set of connected components, initially each node is a
separate component. The components can either be active or non-active, and the root’s
component is always non-active. The algorithm consists of a loop and a pruning phase.
At each loop iteration, either two components are merged together or one component is
deactivated. The algorithm deactivates a component when it finds that the best move
is to pay all the penalties of the component’s nodes. In the case two components are
merged, the resulting component is deactivated if it contains the root. The loop exits
when there are no active components left. Because at each iteration the total number
of active components decreases, the loop is guaranteed to terminate. The final pruning
phase eliminates all the trees from the resulting forest, but the one containing the root.

3.3.3 Perturbation Algorithm
(Canuto et al., 2001) describe a multi-start local search algorithm for the GW objective
function of the PCST problem, i.e. the minimization problem. In their work the authors
experiment with different algorithm variants, establishing a benchmark of solved instance
with up to 1000 nodes and 25000 edges, later used in following studies, e.g. (Ljubić, 2004).
The overall behaviour of the algorithm iterates the following. A local search is performed
on the neighbourhood of the result of the GW-algorithm run on the input graph. If some
requirements are met, the solution is kept on a list of elite solutions. When the local search
produces a new result, the algorithm randomly selects an elite solution and performs a
path-relinking step, which aims to produce a better solution by exploring trajectories
that connect them and thus merging them5 . The final step of the loop is a perturbation
algorithm that modifies the prize of some nodes. Subsequent iteration of the loop feeds
the GW-algorithm with the graph perturbed as in the previous iteration.
The algorithm in the study is similar to a Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure
(GRASP) procedure (Feo & Resende, 1995), i.e. an iterative multi-start metaheuristic for
solving difficult combinatorial problems in which each iteration returns a feasible candidate solution. Each GRASP iteration consists of two phases. First an initial solution is
produced by a greedy adaptive randomized function, then a local search explores its neighbourhood until a local optimum is found. The best solution found overall the different
iterations is kept as the result.
In the proposed PCST algorithm, the GRASP greedy construction is substituted by the
GW-algorithm run on the perturbed input graph. The perturbation modifies the node
prizes so that GW will return different solutions. Perturbations can be of two types: 1)
5
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elimination of persistent nodes assigning them null prize thus enforcing search diversification (a probabilistic function governs whether nodes found both in previous and current
solutions are eliminated); 2) prize perturbation over all nodes (also this perturbation
is governed by a probabilistic function). In the authors’ experiments the two types of
perturbations are applied alternatively at odd and even iterations of the main loop.
As a final remark we note that the strategies applied by (Canuto et al., 2001) successfully
outperform the direct use of the GW-algorithm and were able to find the optimal solution
for multiple instances. The authors also highlight the effectiveness of the described pathrelinking technique.

3.3.4 A Memetic and ILP Based Approach
An algorithmic framework based on the combination of a Memetic Algorithm (MA)6
and an ILP post-optimization for the solution of the GW-minimization problem obtained
results that compare positively to the ones of previous publications, showing a significant
gain in the running time for medium and large instances (Klau et al., 2004). Therefore,
the authors deduce that exact algorithms, used as local improvement or post-optimization
procedures, are a good tool to improve the performance of a MA. They also conjecture that
combining LP/ILP methods with evolutionary algorithms can yield high quality solutions
in short computation time also for other hard optimization problems. Later, a branchand-cut based algorithmic framework was developed to solve the PCST to optimality
(Ljubić et al., 2006). The results shown in this section are also explained in greater detail
in the PhD dissertation of Ljubić (Ljubić, 2004).
The algorithm framework given by Klau et al. is divided in three phases: 1) a preprocessing phase to reduce the size of the problem, 2) the core MA algorithm and 3) the
post-optimization that solves a relaxation of an ILP model constructed from a model for
finding the minimum Steiner arborescence in a directed graph.
Memetic Algorithms are Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) that incorporates all available
knowledge for the problem at hand such as e.g. LP, EA, LS strategies (Moscato & Cotta,
2010; Moscato, Cotta, & Mendes, 2004). In the work of Ljubić (Ljubić, 2004) the MA
first creates a pool of initial candidate solutions and then it iterates a recombination
and mutation starting from two parents candidates7 . Each candidate solution is a local
optima thanks to a local improvement algorithm applied to each one right after each of
the three steps (initial creation, recombination, mutation). Due to its frequent use, the
local improvement routine must be fast. The population typically contains only different
solutions and a newly created one replaces the worst from the population.
The initial candidate of the MA are created exploiting a similarity between the PCST and
6
7

This is a metaheuristic that we will describe later in the discussion.
Note that, unlike in standard EAs, recombination and mutation operators can be performed independently of each other.
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ST problems: some node with positive prize can take the role of ST’s terminals, leaving
the rest of the nodes as Steiner nodes. As we have seen in section 2.1.5, the MST of
the full connected subgraph inferred by the terminals is already a 2-approximation of the
optimal ST. Therefore in order to create the initial candidates, a random subset of the
nodes with positive prize is selected and a MST is constructed in order to connect them8 .
The recombination takes two candidate solutions and creates a new one by merging them.
If the sets of vertices of the new candidate is the union of those of the two parents plus,
in case they are not overlapping, a new random node that is than connected to the two
subsets by the minimum paths. In order to avoid premature convergence of the algorithm,
the set of edges of the new candidate is selected by the construction of a random spanning
tree among its set of vertices. In the mutation step, clusters of nodes not in the current
candidate solution are added to it.
The local improvement is an algorithm that computes the optimal solution in case the
input graph is a tree. Thus, this algorithm is fed with the candidate solution evaluated
at the end of each step.
Finally, Klau et al. illustrate an ILP formulation to apply on the best candidate after the
MA. This formulation relies on a transformation of the PCST problem to the problem of
finding a minimum subgraph in a related, directed graph that was previously proposed
in literature (Fischetti, 1991). Ljubić makes the relevant note on the importance of the
initial preprocessing phase that provides both the branch-and-cut and the ILP agorithms
an input of reduced size as «solving the basic ILP model by a default algorithm is by no
means sufficient to reach reasonable results» (Ljubić, 2004).

8
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Note that it is required to first create a full connected subgraph in order to build the candidate. This
subgraph connects all the randomly selected nodes and its edges have a cost equal to the minimum
distance between its extremes in the original graph.

4 Distributed PCST
The aim of our work is to study the PCST in a distributed environment as defined in section 2.3.2, i.e. a model where every node is a computing entity able to communicate with
its neighbourhood through the graph’s edges. Currently, no distributed PCST-algorithm
is known to exist. A distributed variant of the PCST problem might be of interest for
research groups interested in distributed optimization. For example, the Minimum Spanning Tree and the Steiner Tree Problem have been decentralized so that each vertex of
the graph can run the same algorithm and know which of its adjacent edges are included
in the solution.
In this chapter we introduce our theoretical results. In section 4.2 we illustrate a distributed algorithm to solve to optimality the PCST on trees, called Tree Algorithm. In
section 4.3 we show how this algorithm can be used on general graphs and we examine
its theoretical limits. In order to experiment with our algorithms we have built a custom Python simulation framework, called Neto, described in chapter 5. Through this
chapter, we match the name of the algorithm as implemented in the code available at
https://bitbucket.org/holoduck/neto/overview. Experimental results are given in chapter 6.
At first, the Net-Worth definition of the problem can appear more appropriate for a
distributed and local-knowledge context. In fact, a node can determine the Net-Worth of
its neighbourhood solely from local information, i.e. the prizes of the neighbours and the
weights of the edges to connect to them. Conversely, the GW-definition requires to know
the total amount of prizes in the whole graph. However, this latter definition is dominant
in literature as the NW-function has been shown to be NP-Hard to approximate to any
constant factor (Feigenbaum et al., 2000). Therefore we make the following observations:
1. It would be possible to first evaluate and broadcast in the network the amount of
total prize in the graph, but when the nodes are asked to use that information
locally, they seem to have to evaluate the same values naturally used for the NWfunction, i.e. to evaluate if the NW of their neighbourhood is maximized, in other
words a global knowledge is required to take advantage of the GW-definition
2. if a node performs some steps to increase the NW value, the GW-function decreases
(since the sum of the two functions is independent of the built tree). Thus whenever
we are able to find the global optimal solution for the NW-function, the result holds
for the GW-function as well (note however that given the graph induced by a certain
neighbourhood of a node, the optimal solution in such a neighbourhood is generally
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not a subset nor a guaranteed approximation of the global optimum).
3. In order to compare our results to the literature and to seek a constant approximation factor, we need to express our results in term of the GW-minimization
function.

4.1 Definition of the Distributed Variant for the PCST
Being a combinatorial optimization problem, the definition of PCST problem that we
gave in section 3.2 takes a graph G as input and finds a tree that optimizes the global
objective function. If we analyse an algorithm for the PCST problem as a black-box, it
is easy to identify its input (a graph) and output (a tree built on that graph). Clearly,
both the input, output and the definition of the problem itself need to be adapted to our
distributed setting.
PCST Algorithm

Input

Output

Figure 4.1: Overall schema for a centralized PCST algorithm.
In our distributed environment, the overall behaviour remains unaltered at a global level,
but every node runs a local copy of the algorithm with a limited knowledge of the global
input. We assume every node knows: 1) its own prize and unique identity and 2) its
adjacent edges and their costs. For simplicity, we also assume every node to know the
identity of its neighbour nodes, so that this identity can be used at the same time to
identify the neighbour and the corresponding edges. Note that this requirement is not
strictly necessary as nodes can send each others their id at the beginning of the algorithm.
This information constitutes the initial input for the local copies of the algorithm. The
local copies collaborate in order to build a shared solution by sending messages via the
edges between the nodes. The final solution is made up by the union of the output from
the local copies of the algorithm stored in the nodes, which associate to every adjacent
edge a boolean value representing whether the edge is included in the solution. We accept
such lists of values as the expected output of distributed PCST algorithms and we do not
require the nodes to know the objective function value for the solution found, though the
nodes might need this value to evaluate the quality of a solution.
This definition can lead to an infeasible solution if the two extremes of an edge do not
agree on the inclusion of the edge in the solution. Thus, a correct algorithm must provide
a proof of feasibility for the output.
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List of edges

node 2

prize
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List of edges

Input

PCST Algorithm

Output

Figure 4.2: Overall schema for a distributed PCST algorithm. The overall global algorithm
and its input and output are the result of the union of their counterpart, local to each
node.

4.2 The Tree Algorithm
In this section we introduce a distributed algorithm that solves the PCST problem to
optimality when the input graph is a tree, thus the name Tree Algorithm. We design
three variants of this algorithm
1. the Rooted Tree Algorithm (RTA) that solves the rooted PCST (section 4.2.1);
2. a simple adaptation of RTA to the unrooted PCST which essentially iterates the
RTA on every node as root (section 4.2.2);
3. the Unrooted Tree Algorithm (UTA) that takes full advantage of the distributed
setting in order to solve the unrooted PCST (section 4.2.3).
Given that the three variants are interchangeable1 , in this work we generically refer to
Tree Algorithm when any of the variation can be used, that is to an algorithm that solves
the PCST on a tree to optimality.
The algorithm is similar to heuristics used in previous studies in the form of Local Search
and post-optimization applied to candidate solutions (Johnson et al., 2000; Ljubić, 2004).
In particular, our Rooted Tree Algorithm is equivalent to the StrongPruning function
introduced by Johnson et al. In this respect, our main contribution has been to provide a
rigorous distributed formulation of the algorithm with a proof of optimality of its output
when the input is a tree. Additionally, with the UTA, we extend the algorithm to the
unrooted PCST with a novel technique, maintaining the same computational complexity
of RTA. In the following sections, we examine how the algorithm can be combined and
adapted to work on non-tree graphs and how it performs.
1

The RTA variant additionally requires that the network agrees on a root.
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The tree structure simplifies the problem to polynomial complexity. Note however that
it can model relevant real cases. Consider as an example the broadcasting of real-time
video-streams described in the introduction (sect. 1), where a broadcasting service is
interested in sending a video stream to requiring users. We take routers with attached
users as terminals and the Tree Algorithm evaluates whether the operation is affordable.
In the case some terminals are discarded by the algorithm, the broadcaster can decide to
reject the request or to increase the price for it (i.e. increasing the node prize).

4.2.1 Rooted Variant
We first introduce the general idea behind the algorithm and subsequently we show how
it works in a distributed environment. A proof of correctness is included in section 4.2.2
describing the adaptation of this algorithm for the unrooted variant of the problem.

child 1

1

root

1

2

0

4

child 2

Figure 4.3: Basic pruning mechanism of the RTA algorithm. The node prizes are shown
inside the nodes and the edge weights side of the edges.
In order to confine our task, we start by considering a simple instance of the rooted PCST
being composed of a tree made of a root and two children, as shown in figure 4.3. In this
simple case, the only evaluation we are required to perform in order to find the optimal
solution is to check if, from the root’s prospective, the two children pay for the cost of
the edges used to connect them; the following single line of pseudocode is sufficient for
the root to solve its PCST problem:
∀child if prize(child) − weight(child, root) ≤ 0 then : prune(child)
where prune(child) is an appropriate function that excludes a child and the corresponding
edge from the solution. Note however that, if the problem did not specify a root, the
introduced line of pseudocode would not suffice and the optimal solution for the instance
in figure 4.3 would be different. We will address this problem in section 4.2.2, where we
explain the unrooted variant of the algorithm.
If the input tree has greater depth than the one described so far, i.e. with nodes that
are not children of the root, it is easy to find the best solution by recursively applying
a slightly modified version of the same code. Each recursive call shall take a node as
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input and evaluate the convenience of the node’s children. The modification we require
is that the code, other than the decision whether to prune a child, returns to the caller
the total prize collected, i.e. the prize of the node itself plus the values returned by all
its non-pruned children (subtracted of the edge costs to reach them). A leaf, having no
children, simply returns its prize. Every node in the tree can therefore use this simple code
to determine how many prizes it is possible to collect in its corresponding subtree. We
show in algorithm 1 the pseudocode for the proposed technique. As a result, T ∗ denotes
the optimal solution for the given instance of the rooted PCST and prof it contains its
NW-value 2 .
Algorithm 1 Rooted Tree Algorithm (centralized)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

function RootedTreeAlg(T, root)
prof it, T ∗ ← EvalSubtree(T, root)
return prof it, T ∗
end function
function EvalSubtree(T, node)
prof it ← prize(node)
for all child of node do
childP rof it, T ∗ ← EvalSubtree(T, child)
childP rof it ← childP rof it − edgeW eight(child, node)
if childP rof it < 0 then
delete edge (T ∗ , node, child)
else
prof it ← prof it + childP rof it
end if
end for
return prof it, T ∗
end function

Even if we did not use any specific distributed nor parallel language syntax, the particular
use of recursion in the algorithm, which reflects the graph topology, makes it easy to
divide the execution of the code among nodes in a network. To make this work, the
recursive calls and their return values are substituted by network messages. Thus, in
our distributed setting, the function EvalSubtree is implemented on every node by
two handlers functions which are triggered by the arrival of the respective messages:
Evaluate and Profit. The Evaluate message replaces any call to the EvalSubtree
function and the receiving node identifies the sender as its parent, then it forwards the
message to every child. When a leaf receives a Evaluate message, it simply answers
with its profit, thus starting the chain of Profit messages.
We provide the pseudocode of the distributed RTA in algorithm 2. Note that we assume
every node to agree on a single root which is responsible to start the algorithm by running
2

Recall that the optimal tree T ∗ is shared by the NW and GW functions, as explained in section 3.2.
However, the function values are typically different.
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Algorithm 2 Rooted Tree Algorithm (distributed). We assume every node to agree on
a common single root. This knowledge is stored in a parameter called ’root’ and set to
False unless the node is the root. At the end of the execution, the solution is formed by
the edges marked as ’active’.
1:
2:
3:
4:

function rootedTreeAlg()
send message EV ALU AT E to every neighbour
prof itsT oReceive ← |neighbours|
end function

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function EvaluateHandler(mex)
parent ← mex.sender
if |neighbour| > 1 then
send message EV ALU AT E to every neighbour n != parent
prof itsT oReceive ← |neighbours| − 1
else
prof it ← prize − weight(self, parent)
send message P ROF IT (prof it) to mex.sender
if prof it < 0 then
mark edge (self, parent) as deactivated
else
mark edge (self, parent) as active
end if
end if
end function

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

function ProfitHandler(mex)
receivedP rof its ← receivedP rof its + 1
childP rof it ← mex.prof it
if childP rof it < 0 then
mark edge (self, mex.sender) as deactivated
else
prof it ← prof it + childP rof it
mark edge (self, mex.sender) as active
end if
if prof itsT oReceive = 0 then
if self is not root then
send message P ROF IT (prize) to the parent
end if
end if
end function
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the function RootedTreeAlg3 .
Since we are now considering a distributed environment, our nodes do not work anymore
on a shared tree variable and therefore we need a different notion of pruning an edge.
For this purpose, we assume the nodes to keep a dictionary of edges with edges identifiers
as keys which can map multiple values. Because we assume the nodes to have unique
identifiers, the id of the node at the other end of the edge can also function as key for
that edge. With this mechanism, the nodes mark every adjacent edge either as active or
deactivated. At the termination of the algorithm, the edges marked as active form the
solution.
Because we assume all nodes to know the weights of their adjacent edges, when a child
sends out its profit, it can establish by itself whether the parent will prune it. Thus, there
is no need for further messages: a child sets the solution value in the dictionary at the
entry of the corresponding edge when it sends out its profit, whereas a parent does the
same when it receives the message and eventually every node knows which of its edges
are in the solution. Further explanation of our syntax for distributed algorithms is found
in section 4.2.3.
Algorithm 2 basically performs a convergecast of the NW value of each subtree from
the leaves up to the root, by sending exactly two messages for each edge: one for the
Evaluate signal and one for the Profit communication. Thus the total number of
messages is 2 ∗ |E|, where |E| is the number of edges in the tree. If we assume every
message to arrive in one unit of time, the total time taken by the algorithm is twice the
height of the tree: 2 ∗ height. However, we note that is possible to cut to half the time
and number of messages required if every leaf knows when the algorithm should start. In
such circumstances, the entire chain of Evaluate messages is useless: every node is set
to wait for the profits from the children since the beginning and the leaves simply start
by sending their prize.

4.2.2 Simple Unrooted Adaptation
The Tree Algorithm variant considered so far solves the rooted PCST problem, whereas
in our work we aim to solve its unrooted counterpart. As already proposed by Goemans
and Williamson (1995) for their algorithm, in order to accomplish our goal we can run
algorithm 1 once for each node. However it is clear that this solution is not particularly
efficient, especially in a distributed environment unless we allow the network to execute
multiple instances of the algorithm in parallel. In the next section we will introduce a
more efficient approach, the UTA. Though not useful in practice, we now introduce the
Simple Unrooted Adaptation algorithm (SUA) in order to highlight certain issues of its
approach in a distributed setting and to obtain some formal proofs.
3

The function is also required to memorize which neighbour node is its parent (i.e. from whom it has
received the Evaluate message) in order to send only the Profit message to it.
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Algorithm 3 Simple Unrooted Adaptation of RTA
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function SimpleUnrooted(T)
prof it∗ ← −1
for all v ∈ T do
prof it, T 0 ← RootedTreeAlg(T, v)
if prof it∗ < prof it then
prof it∗ ← prof it
T∗ ← T0
end if
end for
return prof it, T ∗
end function

Even though this is a trivial iteration in a centralized environment, in the distributed
setting we need to be careful. First of all we need a leader election mechanism to decide
each time which node acts as root. As we assume every node to have a unique integer
identifier, we solve the leader election by nominating the node with the lowest identity as
leader. Subsequent iterations of the algorithm select the node with the next lowest value
as leader. In the experiments described in section 6, we rely on the fact that nodes have
identifiers numbered from 0 to n without gaps, so that the node with id=n acts as root at
the n-th iteration. This mechanism guarantees that every node knows at the start of any
iteration whether it should act as root without further communication with the rest of
the graph. We also assume the nodes to know the total number of nodes in the network in
order to be able to know how many iterations of the algorithm are required. If the total
number of nodes in the graph is not stored in the nodes at the beginning of the SUA it
is possible to count the nodes during the first iteration of the algorithm.
By counting the iterations, a node can switch to the new iteration as soon as it sends its
prize to its parent. In this case, whenever a message is delivered before the recipient node
has switched to the correct iteration, the message is delayed by the recipient itself.
At the end of each iteration, the current root is the only node to know the NW-value
found by the RTA algorithm, but every node knows its local solution (i.e. which of its
edges are in the solution). Because the network goes through multiple iterations, all the
nodes need a tool to identify which iteration produced the best value and select the right
local solution. There are two possible approaches to accomplish such a result:
• at the end of each iteration, the root sends a broadcast message containing the
NW-value and each node keeps track of the best value and local solution found4 ;
• after the last RTA iteration, the network performs a search for the maximum NWvalue and the id of the root that produced it by the mean of a final convergecast
(to find the max. value) and a broadcast (to actually inform all the network).
4
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Note that as a result the broadcast can also function as a message to synchronize the network for a
new iteration and to help to find the new root.

4.2 The Tree Algorithm
Note that in second case every node must keep track of all the local solution found and
the associated number of the iteration. Thus it uses a quantity of memory local to each
node linear to the number of nodes and the number of neighbours of each node. In the
worst case of a big complete graph this space complexity can be relevant even though in
distributed computing the attention is usually focused on the message complexity of an
algorithm. The disadvantage of the second method can be drastically decreased by the
technique proposed in the UTA introduced in the next section.
With the described assumptions, the complexity of algorithm 3 is driven by |V | iteration
of the RTA plus the convergecast and broadcast phase to find and communicate the best
solution. Thus: O(|V ||E|) messages and O(|V | ∗ height) time.

Proof of Correctness on a Tree-Graphs
We proceed by giving a proof of correctness for the Simple Unrooted Adaptation of algorithm 1 when applied to a tree. The combination of lemma 1 and 2 together prove that
algorithm 1 returns the optimal solution over a tree graph when the root is part of the
optimal tree. Because algorithm 3 executes RTA once for each node of the input graph as
the root, it suffices to compare the quality of the solutions produced by the consecutive
executions of the algorithm to eventually obtain the optimal tree. In particular, we note
that if Topt = (Vopt , Eopt ) is the optimal tree, the Simple Unrooted Adaptation builds Topt
for |Vopt | times.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 3 returns the optimal PCST if the input graph G is a tree.
We let T ∗ be the tree returned by the algorithm and Topt the optimal solution. We recall
that algorithm 3 runs the Rooted Tree Algorithm |V | times always with a different root.
Eventually, the algorithm runs with a root r ∈ Topt . We call the resulting tree T .
We want to prove that every node in the optimal solution is in the tree built by the
algorithm and vice versa, i.e. v ∈ Topt ∀v ∈ T ∧ v ∈ T ∀v ∈ Topt . As a consequence T
and Topt are the same tree. Furthermore, we recall that the algorithm returns the best
tree found by its subroutine, thus T = Topt ⇒ T ∗ = Topt
Lemma 1. v ∈ Topt , ∀v ∈ T

Proof. By contradiction, assume that v ∈ T \Topt . Let z be the first node in Topt encountered by walking the path from v to the root and u be the node immediately preceding z in such a walk, as shown in figure 4.4. Possibly u = v and z = r. The
copy of the Rooted Tree Algorithm local to z did not prune u and its subtree, therefore
EvalSubtree(T, u) − edgeW eight(u, z) > 0. By adding the edge (u, z) and the tree
built by EvalSubtree(T, u) to Topt we obtain a tree of greater Net-Worth of Topt thus
contradicting the optimality of Topt .
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r

Topt

z

u

v

Figure 4.4: The dotted line highlights the optimal global solution Topt of the PCST problem
on the proposed tree. Node v is an arbitrary node of the tree built by an iteration of the
RTA algorithm where r ∈ Topt is the root. Lemma 1 proves that v must also be in Topt
by showing that pruning any edge in the path between v and r breaks the assumption of
optimality of Topt . Such a path is highlighted in blue.
Lemma 2. v ∈ T, ∀v ∈ Topt
Proof. Let p be the path between v and r in G. Note that p is unique since G is a tree.
We may assume that v is a leaf. We then have to show that algorithm algorithm 1 doesn’t
prune any edge in p when r ∈ (Topt ∩ T ).
By contradiction, assume that the algorithm prunes the edge (u, z) ∈ p when running on z,
as shown by the wavy line in figure 4.5. (u, z) can be any arbitrary edge in the path5 . The
node z prunes its children when they provide a negative profit: EvalSubtree(T, u) −
edgeW eight(u, z) < 0. With an abuse of notation we call N W (u) the result of this
subtraction. Let Tu be the subtree of Topt such that u ∈ Tu ∧ (u, z) ∈
/ Tu . It is possible to
0
build a tree T of greater Net-Worth than Topt by performing the following operation and
thus contradicting the optimality of Topt .
T 0 = Topt \ Tu
We can convince ourself of this result by observing that if N W (u) is negative we have
that:
N W (Topt ) − N W (u) = N W (T 0 ) > N W (Topt ).
5
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We don’t need to show that u precedes z in the walk from v to r as RTA is a rooted algorithm and
EvalSubtree only evaluates z’s children. Thus, if pruned, u is a child of z.
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r

p ∈ Topt

z

u

v

Figure 4.5: The dotted line highlights the path between v (a node that we argue in lemma
2 to be in both Topt and T ) and r (the root of the algorithm 1 iteration that produced
T ). Such a path is assumed to be within Topt . The wavy line shows where we assume
the algorithm to prune p (by contradiction).
While proving the correctness of algorithm 3 we did not discuss the possibility of a subtree
returning a null profit:
EvalSubtree(T, u) − edgeW eight(u, z) = 0.
However, from an optimization point of view it is not relevant whether such cases are
pruned by the algorithm. In fact, the profit of the built tree remains unvaried by the
choice. If a node of the optimal solution has a child that, if not pruned, adds a null profit
we can state that there are at least two trees of equivalent optimal value.

4.2.3 The Unrooted Tree Algorithm
The Tree Algorithm as described so far is strictly bounded to the parent-children order
imposed by the rooted nature of the problem. As the root functions as a sort of network
leader, the algorithm doesn’t show an high degree of parallelism between the computation
of the nodes. As a result, given an input tree of n = |V | nodes, we had to iterate the
algorithm n times in order to solve the unrooted variant of the problem. Clearly, this
result is not satisfactory for our distributed setting. In this section, we introduce an
unrooted variant of the Tree Algorithm that does not need to be run for each node as
root and increases the level of parallelism on the computation among the nodes.
At the base of our new variant of the algorithm there is a simple point. Consider an
arbitrary node in the input tree, e.g. node A in figure 4.6. At each execution of the RTA
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algorithm in algorithm 3, node A sends an Evaluate message to all of its children. Note
that this is done regardless of the node’s role at the given iteration, being it a leaf or
even the root. As the topology, prizes and weights do not change through the multiple
execution of the RTA algorithm, node A receives unaltered values from its neighbours. We
then realize that a node needs to gather the profit information from a child only once and
that multiple execution of the RTA algorithm are unnecessary. In fact, a single execution
is sufficient: the test performed by B on the profit received from edge (A, B) is valid for
every scenario where A and the root are on opposite sides of the edge.
B

A

C

Figure 4.6: Node A performs the same operations disregarding the root being B or C. In
both cases A responds to an Evaluate message from B and receives unaltered responses
from its children.
In order to achieve our goal, i.e. to perform all the iterations of the RTA algorithm at
once, we need every node of the graph to act at the same time its three possible roles: as
root and as both child and parent of every one of its neighbours. To better visualize this
requirement, consider once again the graph in figure 4.6. During the execution of of the
Tree Algorithm, node B can be in either one of the following three status: 1) the root, 2)
the parent of A and child of C if the latter node is the root, and finally 3) the parent of
C and child of A if the root is neither B nor C. All these scenarios are compressed in a
single status of the new algorithm.
In the second case, B is able to send its Profit message when it receives the corresponding
one from its only child: A. Vice versa in the last case, it can send its information to A
once that C has provided its. In general, a node sends a Profit message to a neighbour
when it has received the required information from all its other neighbours. Leaves can
always provide their information because they have one only neighbour, thus they send
their prize and wait for the Profit message from the neighbour. Because we are working
on a tree, every node is eventually able to send a Profit message to all its neighbours.
By following the procedure outlined so far, every node n in the input tree T eventually
knows the NW value of the optimal PCST rooted at n itself, that is, the profit value
returned by the rooted algorithm RTA(T, n). However, for n, the evaluation of the values
received from its children is not sufficient to determinate whether an edge must be included
in the global optimal solution. In fact it is possible that the two extremes of an edge
disagree. Clearly, to be part of the optimal solution, an edge must result profitable to
both extremes: otherwise the candidate solution would score a lower NW than the tree
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rooted at the node that would prune such an edge. Consider the graph in figure 4.7: if the
tree is rooted at the leftmost node it is optimal to not prune any edge, thus algorithm 1
marks every edge as part of the solution. Conversely, if we can exclude such a node from
the solution, e.g. when the central node is the root, the RTA algorithm prunes the left
edge when the central node receives the profit message from the leftmost node. This
figure shows that two nodes can disagree on the inclusion of the edge that connects them.
The copy of the Unrooted Tree Algorithm local to a node shall thereby evaluate the
profitability of an edge twice: once it sends out its profit message to the neighbour, and
then when it receives the profit message from it. If the result is negative in any of the
two evaluations, the edge is pruned.

0

1

3

root

1

3

NW=4
GW=2

root

NW=5
GW=1

Figure 4.7: The input graph on the top; below the solutions with two different roots. The
solutions conflict on one edge.
The algorithm, as described so far, produces a forest of candidates that constitutes a
partition of the input graph.
F = {T0 , .., Tm<|V | }
Given the unrooted nature of the problem the nodes might not be interested into know
if they are part of the globally optimal candidate, e.g. in the case we want to model
emergent networks. In order to remove suboptimal trees, the algorithm needs to perform
a final procedure to find out which tree T ∗ ∈ F is optimal and subsequently prune all the
edges not in T ∗ . Once again, as we work on a tree, we can accomplish this by having the
leaves start a convergecast that collects all the tree’s NW values. When the best is found
it is broadcasted to all the nodes. Note that the broadcast function needs a mechanism
to recognize the tree that owns the best value found. This can be done, e.g. by marking
the path of the best solution found at each node during the convergecast.
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Algorithm pseudocode and proof of correctness
We show the pseudocode of UTA divided in two phases
• algorithm 4 computes the RTA (profit and resulting tree) for every node in the input
graph with the new technique just described for the UTA;
• algorithm 5 selects the optimal tree out of the ones produced in the former phase,
and prunes every edges belonging to other trees.
Contrary to the pseudocode of the other variants of the Tree Algorithm which highlighted
only the functioning of the algorithm at a centralized level of abstraction, here we show
the algorithm as it is supposed to be run at node level, in the setting described in section
2.3.2 and 4.1. Thus, the algorithm consists on a set of event-driven functions run on each
node. Note that such a set is made of the union of algorithm 4 and 5, as we divided them
only for the sake of presentation.
Essentially, the algorithm maintains a table where it stores the profits gained from each
neighbour. At the arrival of a message containing the profit of a neighbour, the table gets
updated and a function checks if it possible to take new actions. As described earlier,
when all but one entry in the table are filled, the node sends its profit (i.e. all the profits
in the table plus its prize) to the only neighbour for which the profit is unknown. In doing
so, the sender node evaluates the sent profit so that if it turns out to be negative it can
prune the edge without waiting a notification of such a decision by the recipient node.
When the whole table is filled, the algorithm is able to send the appropriate profit to the
rest of the neighbours6
We prove that the steps just described eventually enable every node n to compute the
NW value of its rooted PCST problem as if algorithm RTA were run with RootedTreeAlg(T, n). The second phase of the algorithm is then responsible to find the
node which collected the highest profit and to build its solution and this is done with a
simple convergecast. Once the optimal NW and its root are found, it could suffice to run
the RTA on such a node in order to build the solution. Instead, algorithm 5 leverage the
fact that the first phase, as explained earlier, builds a partitioning forest on the graph.
Thus, it keeps track, by means of labels and node attribute, of the last node encountered
during the convergecast which produced the best result. Only the edge belonging to the
partition of such a node are kept as ACTIVE.
We assume a node n to maintain a function that maps the weight of any adjacent edge e
with the id of the node m at the opposite extreme of such an edge w : mid → weight(n, m).
Thereby, the pseudocode w(m) run on node n returns weight(n, m). The algorithm does
not add nor delete edges, but assigns to every edge incident to the node a status label
6
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I.e. neighbour n receives all the profits stored in the table but the one provided by itself plus the price
of the node. Of course, this time, the node does not send the profit to the neighbour n0 to which the
profit was already sent in first place.
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with either values ACTIVE or DISABLED which express the inclusion of the edge in the
solution.
A function can also add labels to the node is running on, so that such a label is available to
other functions. In these cases, we use the dot-notation: for example, we write node.f oo
in order to expresses the value linked to the label f oo on the node on which the code
is run7 . The algorithm sends messages to other nodes, which trigger the corresponding
handler-function on the receiving node, so that the function profitHandler is executed
at the arrival of a profit message. Message have labels that link to values, for which we
use the same dot-notation shown above. We also assume every message to have a label
sender expressing the id of the sending node. Thus, it is possible to read the sender of a
message mex with the following syntax: mex.sender.
Nodes initially have the label state set to SLEEP IN G. The algorithm starts when at
least one node receives the treeAlg message.
We proceed by proving the optimality of the tree constructed by the algorithm. Our
strategy is to show that the UTA algorithm is equivalent to multiple iterations of the
RTA as in algorithm 3.
Lemma 3. The value prof it returned by a node n to a neighbour m in algorithm 1 is
independent of the root when m is on the path between n and the root.
Proof. By contradiction, let the values returned by n variate at successive calls of the
function EvalSubtree(T , n) performed by the same neighbour node m of n. These
P
values are given by the formula: π(n) + c prof it(c) − w(n, m), where π and w are the
prize and weight functions, c are the neighbours of n such that c 6= m and prof it is the
profit computed by EvalSubtree(T , c).
In order to change the result of the formula, at least one of its component must take
a different value. A change in either π(n) or e(n, m) breaks the static character of our
environment, i.e. we assume that the initial quadruple defining the graph G = (V, E, π, w)
P
does not variate. A change in c prof it(c) also contradicts either the assumption that the
call EvalSubtree(T , n) is always performed by the same node m or breaks the initial
graph-quadruple.
Corollary 1. In algorithm 4, every node n ∈ T is able to compute the profit returned by
RootedTreeAlg(T , n), that is the Net-Worth of the optimal PCST rooted at n.
This holds in light of the fact that node n correctly receives EvalSubtree(T , m) from
every of its neighbours. Once every node in the graph knows how well the tree of which
it is root performs, the network is able to search for the best of such values by mean of a
convergecast.
7

We assume the code to always have the knowledge of which node it is running on and this knowledge
to be available through the label node.
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Algorithm 4 Unrooted Tree Algorithm (Phase 1)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

function treeAlgHandler(mexIn)
if node.state = SLEEP IN G then
forward mexIn to every neighbour n, but mexIn.sender
state ← RU N N IN G
startTreeAlg()
end if
end function

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

function startTreeAlg()
node.childrenP rof it ← 0
node.unknownChildren ← {n|n is a neighbour of node}
node.edgeT able ← dictionary such that for each neighbour n of node: (inP rof it ←
N one, outP rof it ← N one, status ← ACT IV E)
if there are no neighbours then
end()
end if
checkTable()
end function

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

function checkTable()
if |node.unknownChildren| = 1 then
unknownSubtreeId ← the only member of unknownChildren
prof it ← node.prize + node.childrenP rof it − w(node, unknownSubtreeId)
sendProfit(node.unknownSubtreeId, prof it)
node.edgeT able[unknownSubtreeId](outP rof it) ← prof it
else if |node.unknownChildren| = 0 then
for all i ∈ node.edgeT able do
if i(outP rof it) = N one then
prof it ← node.prize + node.childrenP rof it − w(node, i)
if i(inP rof it) > 0 then
prof it ← prof it − i(inP rof it)
end if
sendProfit(i, prof it)
end if
end for
end()
end if
end function

8:
9:
10:
11:
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Algorithm 4 Unrooted Tree Algorithm (Phase 1, continued)
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

function sendProfit(e, prof it)
send message P ROF IT (prof it) on edge e
if prof it ≤ 0 then
node.edgeT able[e](status) ← DISABLED
end if
end function

42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:

function profitHandler(mexIn)
if node.state = SLEEP IN G then
move mexIn to the tail of the incoming queue of messages
return
end if
if mexIn.prof it ≤ 0 then
node.edgeT able[mexIn.sender](status) ← DISABLED
else
node.childrenP rof it ← node.childrenP rof it + mexIn.prof it
end if
node.unknownChildren ← node.unknownChildren \ mexIn.sender
node.edgeT able[mexIn.sender](inP rof it) ← mexIn.prof it
checkTable()
end function

56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:

function end()
if node has no neighbours then
node.bestV alue ← node.prize
Exit the algorithm
end if
node.bestV alue ← node.childrenP rof it + node.prize
node.leader ← node
node.waitingF orChildren ← {n|n is a neighbour of node}
checkChildren()
end function
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Algorithm 5 Unrooted Tree Algorithm (Phase 2)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function checkChildren()
if |node.waitingF orChildren| = 1 then
send message N W CON V ERGECAST (node.bestV alue, node.leader) on
edge e
else if |self.waitingF orChildren| = 0 then
node.nw ← node.bestV alue
sendNwBroadcast(self.leader)
end if
end function

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

function NwConvergecastHandler(mexIn)
if mexIn.bestV alue > node.bestV alue then
node.bestV alue ← mexIn.bestV alue
if
node.edgeT able[mexIn.sender](status)
=
mexIn.sender 6= mexIn.leader then
node.leader ← mexIn.leader
end if
end if
Remove mexIn.sender from node.waitingF orChildren
checkChildren()
end function

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

function sendNwBroadcast(leader, parent)
for all neighbours n of node do
if leader 6= node then
node.edgeT able[n](status) ← DISABLED
end if
if n 6= parent then
if leader = node and node.edgeT able[n](status) = ACT IV E then
send message N W BROADCAST (leader ← child) on edge n
else
send message N W BROADCAST (leader ← node.leader) on edge n
end if
end if
end for
end function

33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

function nwBroadcastHandler(mexIn)
if |node.waitingF orChildren| = 0 then
Exit function
end if
sendNwBroadcast(mexIn.leader, mexIn.sender)
end function

9:
10:
11:
12:
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4.3 An MST-based Algorithm
How to build the optimal tree from this knowledge is then a matter of specific algorithm
implementations. As previously mentioned, for example, it is possible to simply execute
the RTA algorithm. In phase 2, we solve the problem exploiting the status labels assigned
to the edges by algorithm 4. After completing phase 1, leaves start a convergecast to find
the maximum NW computed by the graph nodes. The convergecast keeps track of the
subtree owning these value. This information is then broadcasted and every edge not in
the optimal tree is marked as DISABLED.
The optimization of the Tree Algorithm shown in this section takes the UTA complexity
back to O(|E|) messages and O(height) time as in the RTA. In fact, the UTA simply
performs a set of operation on the graph comparable to a series of convergecasts and
broadcasts.

4.3 An MST-based Algorithm
The Tree Algorithm introduced in section 4.2 has some positive properties: it is designed
to run in our distributed model and it solves legal inputs to optimality. However it
has a strong limitation: it can only work on trees, completely leaving out more general
topologies.
Using this result, we can explore how to employ the Tree Algorithm in general graphs.
Our idea is to design an algorithm capable to construct a tree on which one of the Tree
Algorithm variants will be run later. In the current section, we choose to feed the Tree
Algorithm with the MST of the input graph.
An MST-based approach is supported by several factors. First of all, the MST is an
overlay structure that optimize the edge cost, i.e. one of the two PCST objective function’s
factors. Then we remind that the MST constitutes the base for a 2-approximation of the
ST, as reviewed in section 2.1.5 and, given the similarities between the two problems,
we investigate if this heuristic can lead to good results also for the PCST. Finally, the
construction of a MST is a well studied problem in distributed computing and algorithms
suitable for our settings exist8 .
At this point, the formulation of this algorithm is straightforward as we only need to glue
together an algorithm for the Minimum Spanning Tree construction with one version of
the Tree Algorithm, as shown in algorithm 6.
The complexity of algorithm 6 depends on the implementation of its two components.
Assuming each message to arrive in one unit of time, the construction of a Minimum
Spanning Tree in our distributed model can be achived with Ω(E + V log V ) messages in
Ω(V ) time, as reviewed in chapter 2, and the UTA algorithm for the optimization of the
resulting tree has a complexity of O(E) of both messages and time.
8

We review this topic in section 2.1.4.
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Algorithm 6 MST-heuristic
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function MstAlg(G)
T ← M ST (G)
T 0 ← T reeAlg(T )
return T 0
end function

The adaptation of the pseudocode of algorithm 6 to our distributed setting is also straightforward and, in our implementation, it relies on the ability of a node to receive notifications
from the algorithms to signal the end of their execution. Thus, the termination of the
code for the MST construction on a node triggers an event that starts the code for the
tree algorithm optimization as, for example, the treeAlg message for the UTA algorithm.
The framework we have developed to run our experiments (introduced in chapter 5) is
capable of such a modular composition of multiple algorithms (as we explained in section
5.3.2).

4.3.1 Approximation Ratio of the MST-heuristic
The MST-heuristic provides a feasible solution to the PCST, however the solution is generally not optimal and we show that it cannot guarantee a constant factor approximation
ratio.
In fact, our heuristic starts from the MST and proceeds by pruning it to obtain a smaller
and more profitable tree, whereas the PCST is in general not included in the MST. We
also show the differences with the ST problem, where the simple MST over the set of
required nodes constitutes a 2-approximation.

The case of the Minimum Steiner Tree Problem
We remind that although the Minimum Steiner Tree problem is NP-hard, a simple MST
over the set of required nodes R forms a 2-approximation of the optimal solution. In order
to be able to exploit the MST-heuristic for this problem, it is crucial to know which nodes
belong to R and to transform a general instance of the problem in its metric variant so
that the graph is complete and the triangle inequality is satisfied. In fact, in the Metric
Steiner Tree, we are able to build a MST over R because the graph is complete (thus all
required nodes are connected one with the others) and the triangle inequality guarantees
the approximation factor.
If, instead of building the MST over R, we attempt to build the MST over the whole
graph G and we delete edges until further pruning would result in a tree that does not
span R, there is no guaranteed approximation factor. The graph in figure 4.8 shows this
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1+
Figure 4.8: MST does not approximate a ST instance made of a cycle of L+1 edges.
Terminals are represented by squares.
concept. Here G is a cycle of L + 1 edges. The two terminals are connected by an edge of
cost 1 + , all other L edges have cost of 1. Obviously ,the MST drops the edge connecting
the two terminals as it is the most costly. Starting from this tree, it is impossible to delete
any other edge without disconnecting R. Then, the cost of the MST is L whereas the
optimal ST, i.e. the one made of the sole edge connecting the terminals, has a cost of
1 + .
Therefore, pruning a MST over G = (R∪S, E) as long as R is connected doesn’t guarantee
a constant approximation of the optimal ST.

The MST-heuristic does not approximate the PCST
In the same way shown for the ST, we can see that the MST and the MST-heuristic do
not give a constant approximation factor for the PCST either. We start reminding that
the latter problem can model the ST by assigning infinite prize to terminals and zero
prize on the Steiner nodes. Note that the MST of the input graph is not affected by such
a variation.
We can state that algorithm 6 does not guarantee a constant approximation factor for
the PCST by showing that this assumption would contradicting the results for the ST.
This theoretical result is in fact supported by the experiment described in chapter 6 that
we made to investigate the performance of the MST-heuristic on likely input graphs for
the PCST.
So far, we applied algorithm 6 directly to the input graph, however we claim that the
same result holds on its metric closure. In fact, if we first built the metric closure of
the graph in figure 4.8 and we transformed it into an instance of the PCST problem,
the MST and the resulting PCST keep unvaried in respect to the non-metric graph. As
we have argued, the key to the MST approach for the ST is the knowledge of the set of
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required nodes. However, in the case of the PCST, having such a knowledge means to
have already solved the problem because it would imply to know which nodes are in the
optimal solution which is the point of the problem9 .
In fact, we note that if the PCST instance cannot be modelled by the ST, then there
is a non-empty set of nodes with positive prize that are not in the optimal solution. To
distinguish them is the essence of the problem, as already discussed. Note also that if we
knew the set of nodes Vopt spanned by the optimal solution than the MST over the graph
inferred by Vopt would even give the optimal solution and not just an approximation.

4.4 A Distributed Implementation of the GW-algorithm
In the review of algorithms for the PCST problem found in literature, we saw the Goemans
and Williamson 2-approximation algorithm (section 3.3.2). Here we study its adaptability
to our distributed environment. The result we aim for is an algorithm capable of finding
the same results of the centralized version, i.e. with a 2-approximation guarantee. As for
the centralized version, the algorithm we introduce in this section addresses the rooted
GW minimization problem, therefore it will be necessary to run it |V| times to find a
solution for the unrooted version.

4.4.1 Inner Functioning of the GW-algorithm
The centralized algorithm solves the following integer program:
Min:

X

ce x e +

X

e∈E

T ⊂V ;r∈T
/

x(δ(S)) +

X

zT (

X

πi )

i∈T

Subject to:
(P C − IP )

zT ≥ 1

S ⊂ V ;r ∈
/S

T ⊇S

X

zT ≤ 1

T ⊂V ;r∈T
/

xe ∈ 0, 1
zT ∈ 0, 1

9
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e∈E
t ⊂ V ;r ∈
/T

This clearly states unless the nodes have prizes incomparably higher than the edge weights, i.e. for
proper input graphs that cannot be modelled by the Minimum Steiner Tree Problem.
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and its dual:
Max:

X

yS

S:r∈S
/

Subject to:
X

(P C − D)

y S ≤ ce

e∈E

S:e∈δ(S)

X

ys ≤

S⊆T

X

πi

T ⊂ V ;r ∈ T

i∈T

yS ≥ 0

S ⊂ V ;r ∈
/ S.

The objective function of PC-IP is essentially the GW minimization function defined in
section 3.2. x is an indicator variable of 0s and 1s for the edges such that if x[e] = 1 we
add ce , i.e. the cost of edge e, to the objective function. Similarly, the second term of the
function express the penalties to pay for the nodes not included in a solution: here nodes
are organized in sets and z is a vector representing all the possible subsets of |V |. r is the
root node as the GW-algorithm solves the rooted PCST.
The GW-algorithm, shown in algorithm 7, loops to grow a forest of edges that is initially
empty. Nodes connected by the edges of a tree in this forest form a component. Moreover,
we distinguish active and inactive components, where the component containing the root
is always inactive. At each iteration, the algorithm either merges two components into a
new one (that will be active unless it contains the root) or deactivates a component. The
loop exits when there are no more active components.
The choice of the algorithm is driven by the greedy construction of an implicit solution for
the dual problem PC-D by increasing yc for all active C until this value becomes tight for
P
P
P
one packing constraints in PC-D: S:e∈δ(S) yS ≤ ce or S⊆T ys ≤ i∈T πi . If the former
is violated, then the edge e is added to the forest resulting in a merge of the existing
components. Alternatively, the latter constraints becomes tight and the component S is
deactivated.
The increase of yc needs to be the smallest possible to let one of the constraints to become
tight. In order to find such a value, at each loop, the algorithm evaluates the following
value for every edge e = (i, j) connecting two different components Cp and Cj
1 =

ce − d(i) − d(j)
,
λ(Cp ) + λ(Cj )

where λ : C ⊂ V → {0, 1} is a function mapping active components to 1 and inactive
components to 0; and where d(v) (for each vertex v ∈ C ⊂ V ) is defined as d(i) =
P
C:i∈C yC . Furthermore, for every active components C the algorithm evaluates:
2 =

X

πi − w(C),

i∈C
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Algorithm 7 The original GW-algorithm for the rooted PCST problem (Goemans &
Williamson, 1995). Input is an undirected graph G where πn is the prize of node n and
ce is the cost of edge e, r is the root. Output is a tree F 0 , which includes vertex r, and a
set of unspanned vertices X.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

29:
30:
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function GW-algorithm(G = (V, E, π, c), r)
F ←∅
(C) ← {{v} : v ∈ V }
for all v ∈ V do
Unmark v
d(v) ← 0
w({v}) ← 0
If v = r then λ({v}) ← 0 else λ({v}) ← 1
end for
while ∃C ∈ C : λ(C) = 1 do
Find edge e = (i, j) with i ∈ Cp ∈ C, j ∈ Cq ∈ C, Cp 6= Cq that minimize
ce −d(i)−d(j)
1 = λ(Cp )+λ(Cq )
P
Find C̃ ∈ C with λ(C̃) = 1 that minimizes e2 = i∈C̃ πi − w(C̃)
 = min(1 , 2 )
w(C) ← w(C) +  · λ(C) for all C ∈ C
for all v ∈ Cr ∈ C do
d(v) ← d(v) +  · λ(Cr )
end for
if  = 2 then
λ(C̃) ← 0
Mark all unlabeled vertices of C̃ with label C̃
else
F ← F ∪ {e}
C ← C ∪ {Ci ∪ Cj } − {Ci } − {Cj }
w(Cp ∪ Cq ) ← w(Cp ) + w(Cq )
If r ∈ Cp ∪ Cq then λ(Cp ∪ Cq ) ← 0 else λ(Cp ∪ Cq ) ← 1
end if
end while
F 0 is derived from F by removing as many edges as possible but so that the
following two properties hold: (1) every unlabelled vertex is connected to r; (2) if
vertex v with label C is connected to r, then so is every vertex with label C 0 ⊇ C.
X is the set of all vertices not spanned by F 0 .
end function

4.4 A Distributed Implementation of the GW-algorithm
where for every component we have:
w(C) =

X

yS .

S⊆C

The minimum  found is the increment added to yC at a given iteration.

4.4.2 Distributed Implementation
As just described, the GW-algorithm is a sequential procedure that, at each iteration,
scans over all the edges and over the group of all active subsets of vertex in search of the
minimum value .
We implemented an algorithm for our distributed environment that reproduce exactly
the same sequential procedure of the centralized GW-algorithm. As a consequence, we
prove that a distributed algorithm with a constant approximation factor is theoretically
possible as the theoretical results for the centralized algorithm hold for our implementation
as well. On the other hand, the algorithm in it’s current form does not perform any
parallel computation and strictly relies on centralized data structures that make a naïve
distributed adaptation inefficient due to synchronization among the state of every node.
The algorithm defines a protocol of 16 different type of messages and the respective handlers. Our Python implementation counts up to 700 lines as an Algorithm module10 for the
Neto framework and its code is found at our public repository in the file gw95_distr_1.py.
Because of the length of the pseudocode necessary to implement this event driven algorithm, here we limit ourself to a plain English description of its functioning.
Our distributed implementation relies on a directed spanning tree to perform consecutive
convergecast and broadcast operations which assure the synchronization of all the network
to the same global state. That is, at the end of each convergecast-broadcast phase all
the nodes agree on the current candidate solution for the problem at hand. The initial
spanning tree does not need to minimize the edge weights as a MST does, and it is modified
by the algorithm to eventually become the proposed PCST solution. The spanning tree
used by this algorithm is directed and its root is the root of the PCST problem. The
parent-child relations established by the tree also define the depth of the nodes as the
number of edges in the path between a node and the root. The set of all nodes of the
tree at a given depth constitute a level of the tree. Thus the root is at level 0. Figure 4.9
gives a pictorial representation of this setting.
At the base of the original GW-algorithm there is a loop. We adapt the original algorithm
to our distributed model so that each iteration of the loop consists in: 1) a convergecast
phase to select the minimum  among the ones found locally by each node and 2) a
10

Informally, this means: a set of handler and helper functions, some helper classes, plus the definition
of the message protocol, node status, preconditions and guaranteed postconditions.
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broadcast phase that modifies the forest of connected components and updates local
variables accordingly.
root
level=0

level=1

level=2
Figure 4.9: Representation of the spanning tree used by our distributed implementation of
the GW-algorithm. Edges are represented as arrows that show the parent-child ordering
of the tree. The convergecast and broadcast of the distributed GW-algorithm follows
such arrows. The graph is divided in levels that we use to sort the merging of nodes
and set of nodes. The level of the root is 0. Edges not included in the spanning tree are
not shown.

The convergecast phase
In the algorithm, we define  as an object composed of: 1) its value, 2) its source (i.e. the
component or the edge it belongs to), 3) its type. For each component we define a leader,
that is its lowest level node. For 1 , i.e. belonging to an edge, we call the source the node
member of the edge belonging to the component at the lowest level, this in order to build
trees as low as possible so that the next convergecast and broadcast phases will require
a shorter time. In case of equal level, we can use the node identities to break ties11 . We
compare the level of the components and not the one of the nodes in order to prevent the
root to get child of other nodes during components merging (this will be more clear in
the description of the merging phase). For 2 , the source is the leader of the component.
When a node enters in a new phase of the algorithm it needs to find its local minimum
epsilon. To compute 1 for an outgoing edge e = (i, j), a node needs to know the values
of the functions λ and d for both nodes i and j. Thus, the node sends its information
to the neighbours that belong to different components in order to let them compute 1 .
When a node receives this information replies either with the computed value or, in case
it finds to be at the lowest level between the two nodes, inform the neighbour that the
edge is not part of its local search space. Figure 4.10 pictorially explains the search for
1 performed by an arbitrary node.

11

Recall that in our environment we assume nodes to have unique ids.
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root
@level=0

@level=1

@level=2

Figure 4.10: Search for the minimum 1 in the distributed GW-algorithm executed by the
bold black node. The arrows represent the edges of the direct spanning tree (SpT) in use
and the dotted areas show the components built so far by the algorithm. All the nodes of
a component are considered at the level of the component’s leader, as shown in figure.
The bold node sends messages to find the locally minimum 1 through its outgoing edges,
depicted in blue. These include both edges in the SpT (bold blue arrow) and edges out of
the SpT (thin blue). The only outgoing edge that is not scanned is the one that routes
to the node’s parent, in this case the root, because these edge is always already scanned
by the node’s parent. An hypothetical outcome for this graph state is shown in figure
4.11.

root

Figure 4.11: Outcome of the state shown in figure 4.10 in the case the bold node opts
to merge with the root’s component. Here we make the hypothesis that the bold node
has found the global min on the edge that it later used to merge with the neighbouring
component. The bold node becomes a child of the neighbouring node and the edge between
the root and the bold node is removed from the spanning tree. Note that if the bold node
were to be the parent, the root would become both its parent and child, establishing a
loop.
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If the node is a leader of a component, it also computes 2 and compares it to the rest of
the local search space.
Neighbours that are children of the node in the spanning tree are responsible to find the
minimum epsilon of their subtrees, thus a request for this value is sent from parents to
children. When all the values in the local search space are established, the node sends
the minimum found epsilon to its parent, answering to the request of the parent for the
subtree minimum epsilon. Eventually, the root computes the global minimum epsilon and
proceeds to broadcast it.

The broadcast phase
A node that receives the broadcast message containing the global minimum epsilon min
always forwards the messages to all its children through the spanning tree so that eventually every node receive the message and is able to update the functions d and, if the
node is the leader of a component, w.
When a node receives min and finds out to be its source, it proceeds with the deactivation
or merging phase. The deactivation phase is always initiated by the component’s leader
and simply consists in broadcasting the deactivation command through the component
along the spanning tree, so that each component’s node sets his λ to 0. The transmission
can also be done leveraging the concomitant broadcast of min to economize the number
of messages on the network. However care must be put to prevent the deactivation of
nodes of other components.
In case of a merge between two components Ci and Cj the node n source of min is in
general not the leader of a component, but it is always part of the component’s frontier12 .
Node n sends a merge message through the edge that originated min and waits for an
answer. This message modifies the topology of the spanning tree, the forest of components
and ultimately produces a new component Ck . The new component gets w(Ck ) = w(Ci )+
w(Cj ). Figure 4.11 covers the merging procedure in relation to figure 4.10.
Thus a node receiving a merge message shall: 1) assure to have already received the broadcast min that triggers the correct update of w and d, 2) broadcast the merge notification
to all the nodes in the target component Cj and doing so make a new parent-children
order inside the component (where the sender of the message results to be the parent of
the receiver).
Eventually, the leader of Cj receives the notification of merge. At this point it resigns as
component leader and sends w(Cj ) up on the path of parents nodes to the new leader
(i.e. the leader of Ci ) that computes the new component’s w. Moreover, unless the parent
of Cj ’s leader is the source of min (i.e. unless the merge takes place on an edge of the
12

I.e. the set of the component’s nodes that belongs to one or more edges with the other endpoint out
of the components.
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spanning tree), the old leader sends a message to its old parent to prune the edge between
them from the spanning tree. This means that this edge becomes part of the frontier of
Ck .

Additional operations
The search space for 1 at a given node is defined by the edges that connect the node
to other component’s nodes. Initially every edge is in such a state as every node forms
a component. With the growth of the components’ dimension we need to keep track of
which edges connect nodes inside the same components to prevent a relevant overhead of
messages through the network. This can be done either by special messages sent during
the merging phase or by appropriate checks during the search of 1 .
During the merge we also have to take care of updating the level of the components for
each node of the merge target component.

The pruning phase
When the main loop ends, the forest of components contains only inactive members. One
of this is a tree containing the root. Our distributed algorithm here differs from the
original centralized version by applying the optimal distributed tree optimization that we
introduced in section 4.2. The other trees in the resulting forest are components that
the algorithm, at a certain point, decided to deactivate, i.e. it evaluated to be more
convenient to pay their node penalties rather then their edge costs, therefore we do note
consider them as part of the solution.

Unrooted variant
As already mentioned, the GW-algorithm produce a 2-approximation for the rooted variant of the GW minimization problem. If in a centralized implementation it is fairly
simple to run |V| times the algorithm, every time with a different root, the distributed
environment presents a rather bigger challenge.
We implemented this unrooted adaptation that is found at our public repository in the
gw95_app1.py Python module. In this case, we assume every node to know the number
of total nodes in the graph so that they know, by counting how many run of the algorithm
have been executed, when the overall unrooted process is terminated. Also, nodes need
to keep track of the best solution found so far, both in terms of the objective function
value (that needs to be somehow broadcasted) and topology of the candidate solution.
Because our rooted algorithm constantly maintains a spanning tree over the graph, this
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can be shared without modification between the different execution of the algorithm.

4.4.3 Notes on the Efficiency
Despite newer and more efficient algorithms, the GW-algorithm is an established algorithm for the study of the PCST problem and the first that gave a reasonable constant
approximation factor and runs in polynomial time. This is the reason of our choice to
target it to experiment the feasibility of a port for distributed environments. However as
we saw, the complexity required for a step by step simulation in such an environment is
relevant and it does not offer obvious opportunities for parallel execution.
Some improvement on the performance of the GW-algorithm for an actual implementation
were pointed out by the authors themselves. In particular, they observe that it is not
required to recompute at each iteration of the loop all the possible epsilons. In fact, we
see that the set of  can be modelled by a priority queue, where the key is the value of
 itself and where at each iteration we extract the minimum . The order in the queue
change when components get merged or deactivated, but this only affects edges incident
to the involved components.
The authors also note that, given two components, only one edge between them, if it exists,
is relevant. If there are multiple edges connecting the two components it is possible to
select the one with minimum epsilon and ignore the others for the rest of the computation.
This trick is implementable in our setting and it could improve the performance of our
algorithm in case of dense graphs. To accomplish it we need every node at the component’s
frontier to perform a convergecast towards its component leader to find the best edge
towards each neighbour component. These values need then to be sent back to the nodes
at the frontier so that the irrelevant edges will be marked as such. This feature requires
an increase of data transmitted, but not necessarily in number of messages sent if the
convergecast and broadcast messages for the global epsilon can handle such data.
One could hope as well that, as the topology of the graph keeps unaltered among the
multiple execution of the algorithm for different roots, it were possible to reuse the epsilon value evaluated in previous executions. Unfortunately this technique introduces the
problem that the different roots change the values found in the graph.
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In this chapter we introduce Neto: a novel Distributed Algorithm Simulator written in
Python that we use to experiment the algorithms discussed in this thesis.

5.1 Introduction
The main purpose of the framework is to allow the user to focus on the design and
implementation of distributed algorithms by providing a pre-implemented set of extensible
tools for the creation of a network and node communication.
Here, by distributed algorithm, we mean an algorithm that runs independently on some
nodes of a graph and interacts with other copies of algorithms running on other nodes in
order to pursue a common goal. Neto was conceived to prototype and study high level
graph algorithms, as e.g. Minimum Spanning Tree algorithms, by means of simulated
experiments. Its focus is on the algorithmic level and therefore Neto does not have any
incorporated notion of communication port nor ISO-OSI stack protocol. Rather, as the
user designs her algorithms she creates her own algorithm protocols as needed.
The algorithms, which are running on the graph’s nodes, can communicate with each other
through the exchange of messages which are sent from a sender node to a recipient node.
Sender and recipient are distinguished by node id. Generally, one allows an algorithm to
send messages to its node neighbourhood, i.e. to nodes linked to the sender by an edge,
however, Neto currently does not forbid sending messages to arbitrary nodes in graph
even if there are no connecting edges, provided the sender algorithm knows the id of the
recipient.
A node can run multiple algorithms at the same time. This is a key feature of Neto
as it favours algorithm composition as explained later in this chapter. Two algorithms
running on the same node can communicate with each other by the usual communication
process by setting the recipient id equal to the sender’s. Note that a message mex received
by a node n is forwarded to every algorithm which is listening on n for mex, thus two
algorithms can process the same message when they are running on the same node. A
mechanism of ports is beyond the purpose of the current release of Neto as it is not strictly
related to an algorithmic study. However, Neto allows algorithm message protocols which
can be useful to ensure that algorithms know which messages need to be processed.
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5.2 Components
At the basis of Neto there are two Python libraries: 1) networkx and 2) SimPy. Another
additional library, matplotlib and the matlab-alike framework PyPlot, is used to provide
some plotting functionality. Neto adds its main logic with the node classes and the
messages classes and forms a layer of abstraction that can avoid the user to master the
SimPy framework and networkx API. However, these libraries are not hidden. Rather,
they are exposed to users requiring a higher degree of flexibility.
Networkx provides the graph representation for the network (i.e. nodes, edges and respective attributes). There is a strong coupling between Neto’s nodes and networkx’s nodes
and both maintain a reference to each other.
On the other hand, SimPy counts for the event-driven simulation ’engine’, providing
Neto’s components with a notion of time, the ability to wait for an event, and simulated
parallel computation. As its official website states 1 : «SimPy is a process-based discreteevent simulation framework based on standard Python. Its event dispatcher is based
on Python’s generators» and its processes are defined with generator functions yielding
events. As every simulated entity must be a Process and implement a generator function,
all nodes and messages of Neto are subclasses of Process.
The basic functioning of the Neto framework is as follows. Nodes perform computation
that is simulated to be parallel and local on each node. When a node needs to communicate with another node, it creates a message that is then registered in the recipient’s
incoming queue. The simulation continues until all nodes have concluded their computation and there are no messages in the network, or the maximum simulation time is
reached.

5.2.1 BaseNode
BaseNode is the abstract class representing the minimal implementation of a Neto node.
It should be used as a base to implement any concrete node. Every BaseNode has an
integer identity, that must be unique and equal to the identity of its corresponding node
in the networkx graph. This identity actually establishes the link between the two forms
of the node and BaseNode uses it for multiple purposes. First, the topological information
of the graph is solely represented in networkx, i.e. BaseNode has generally no attribute
representing neighbour nodes, edge weights or whatsoever, then its instances use their
identities to get to this knowledge. Second, during communication, the node identities
are used to set the intended receiver of a message. Each BaseNode keeps a reference also
to the whole networkx graph, enabling the usage of the full API of the library by the code
1
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See the official website at http://simpy.readthedocs.org/en/latest/ Please note that, as it is, Neto uses
an old version of the framework which documentation is found at http://simpy.sourceforge.net/old/
The two versions of the software are not fully compatible.

5.2 Components
written in Neto.
In order to make messages available to the algorithms’ code, BaseNode implements a
queue of incoming message, from which the algorithms’ code can read. Moreover, the few
following functions are implemented and constitute the base of the Neto API for the user
code.
• neighbors: returns the list of identities of neighbouring nodes;
• send: sends a message;
• delayMessage: pushes an already received message at the end of the incoming queue
and has it received again after an arbitrary amount of time.
As explained in the description of SimPy, every simulated entity must have a generator
function from which SimPy fetches the code to simulate. In the case of BaseNode, that
is Run. This function should be filled in with the code that the user wants to simulate.
Therefore, Neto implements it as an abstract function with the only pass instruction.
Note that BaseNode does not raise any exception if Run happens to be called without an
actual implementation.
If the user decides to implement the BaseNode’s generator function, she needs to employ
the technique of SimPy programming. Nevertheless, simple programs can be written in
this manner, this choice has a twofold result for the user: 1) she is able to leverage all
that SimPy can do and therefore 2) she needs to master SimPy programming.
In section 5.3 we will show how to subclass BaseNode and implement its generator function
Run. In the next subsection we will describe a pre-built subclass that implements the
generator function and lets the user focus on the algorithmic part of the code by using
the simple API offered by Neto.

5.2.2 DispatcherNode
DispatcherNode is a subclass of BaseNode and is a more sophisticated version of it. It
implements its generator function and the user won’t need (nor be able) to use SimPy
techniques in her simulated code. Thus, DispatcherNode constitutes a crucial abstraction in the framework. The motivation behind the use of this class over the simpler
BaseNode will be examinated in section 5.3 whereas here we focus on the review of its
implementation.
Essentially, a DispatcherNode object implements, as its generator function, a dispatcher
that looks for messages in the incoming queue. Whenever a message is detected, the
dispatcher goes through a list of registered algorithms and it delivers the message to the
ones that implement the corresponding handler function. At this point, the execution
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is controlled by the algorithm’s code until it releases it back to the dispatcher; thus the
dispatcher is not preemptive. Neto has no multithreading and therefore at any given
time there is always only one algorithm in execution. We argue that design with a nonpreemptive dispatcher and the non-multithreading execution of the algorithms is in line
with the assumption that the execution of code on a node in our model is instantaneous.
When two or more algorithms handle the same message, Neto does not guarantee the
ordering of their execution.
In order to employ the dispatcher the user subclasses the abstract class Algorithm, and
implements her code there. Thus, DispatcherNode features a list of Algorithms and
provides functions to register and deregister them from the node.
Our dispatcher loop is similar to the Command-Dispatch pattern, introduced by the
creator of Python Guido van Rossum, and frequently occurring in Python code (Savikko,
1997; van Rossum, 1997). In this pattern, a class that responds to multiple command
implements a dispatch function which reads the command name in its input. The dispatch
function concatenates a prefix (or suffix) to the command name and retrieves from the
name space of self the function with the resulting string as a name. The difference
in our implementation is that the class defining the dispatcher (i.e. DispatcherNode)
delegates the implementation of the command handler to Algorithm objects. Then, the
DispatcherNode passes the message to the registered algorithms that have the handler
function in their namespace.
To make the dispatcher work, the messages should have a type attribute corresponding to
the command as defined above. If a message does not specify any type, DispatcherNode
assigns a generic unknown type to it.
In order to provide flexible tools, DispatcherNode has two extensible functions in its Run.
One is a hook function to let the user implement some code to be executed before entering
in the loop. The other can assigning a type to message that don’t have one when they are
retrieved from the incoming queue and before they are being forwarded to the algorithms.
Thus it is possible to customise how a node handles messages lacking of a type without
affecting the main logic of the DispatcherNode.
Finally, DispatcherNode has a function, registered, that returns the current list of
registered algorithms on the node. This may let algorithm’s code to known which other
algorithms are registered on the same node, without touching the DispatcherNode inner
representation of the set of registered algorithms (in this case a list).

5.2.3 Algorithm
An Algorithm object is where the main user’s simulated code should reside when using
DispatcherNode.
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The code of an algorithm is a set of handlers and contingent helper functions. Handlers
accept messages as input and don’t return any value. The name of an handler is the name
of the message it handles concatenated with the string "Handler". So a wakeUp message
is delivered to the wakeUpHandler function.
Therefore, algorithms implement a communication protocol by implementing handlers
and sending message with a type. Note that DispatcherNode does not have a notion of
protocol as it does not need to be aware of the type of messages it dispatches. Anyway,
when combining multiple algorithms that run together in the same simulation, special
attention must be paid to avoid conflicts.
Users’s algorithms must subclass the Algorithm class provided by Neto. This is an abstract class that requires every algorithm to keep a reference to a single Neto node, i.e.
the one on which they are registered at and therefore simulated to be run on. Through
this reference, an algorithm gets to the DispatcherNode API (and thus also to all of
BaseNode’s). We have now got to the final abstraction layer of Neto: the user’s code
written in the algorithms does not need (and cannot use) the SimPy primitives to communicate with other algorithms (that were Process until DispatcherNode) and might
as well avoid to use the networkx API as BaseNode may return the list of neighbours
(note that if the algorithm needs to access edge attributes e.g. for reading their weight or
marking them to be part of a spanning tree it still needs to access to the networkx API).
As a final remark we notice that the Algorithm class features the function start. It is
not required that algorithms actually implement any code in the start function. However
it can be useful in some context and it is important that no algorithm raises an exception
if start is not implemented.
Note also that an algorithm can instantiate and register new algorithms and deregister the
one already on the node, including themselves. Empowering this mechanism is possible to
compose multiple algorithms and create application. Neto does not have a specific notion
for application as the Algorithm class suite them well. The ability for the user’s code to
get the list of algorithms on the node and to deregister an arbitrary algorithm could raise
some "security concerns"2 . In designing Neto as it is in its current version, we consider
these concerns to be beyond the goals of our framework. Indeed Neto is not meant to run
as a public environment, but rather to be a framework for experiments where the only
user has full control of her code. Should the composition of multiple algorithms become so
complex that the user cannot control the entire code base, a better system for algorithm
isolation and protocol verification (to avoid conflicts) is needed.

2

Clearly, limited to the simulated node.
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5.2.4 SendableMessage
SendableMessage is a Process representing a message that does not need a channel-class
to be sent on. Its responsibilities are:
1. to hold the transmitted data,
2. to manage the transmission time,
3. to insert itself in the recipient’s incoming queue.
SendableMessage does not implement any structure other than what it needs to accomplish these three responsibilities. In order to initialize this kind of object the sole required
inputs are the simulated delivery time and the id of the receiver node.
The sender node uses the class as a record, attaching attributes to each Sendlable
Message object and then activates it. However thanks to its light design, it is possible to send messages without any data in it.
SendableMessages can be successfully used with BaseNode. The recipient node must
know how to use the information in the message, as there is no pre-built notion of type
of message included, nor any guarantee of the attributes that it holds.
This class counts the total number of messages sent: each time a new SendableMess age is
initialized, the class attribute sentSoFar is increased by 1. More sophisticated counting
are possible as well: SendableMessage has a class attribute counter, set to None by
default, and at the time of initialize an instance __init__ tries to call counter.count()
function passing self as parameter. Then, more sophisticated counting is accomplished
by implementing an appropriate class and have counter pointing to an instance of it.
Note that sentSoFar and counter are class attributes, shared among all instance of
SendableMessage. After all, it would be counter-intuitive to have a single message to
count anything but itself. If the counting needs to discriminate among different messages,
the natural approach is to use the reference passed to counter.count() and access to the
message’s attributes through it. Another approach can be to subclass SendableMessage
and implement a custom counting mechanism there. Note that instance of subclasses
calling SendableMessage’s __init__ are also counted.

5.2.5 Message
A Message is a Process that is a subclass of SendableMessage. It is meant to be used in
conjunction with DispatcherNode. In addition to SendableMessage attributes, Message
requires the id of the sender node and the type of message.
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Message has a counter attribute to implement a counting mechanism similar to the one of
SendableMessage.counter. Note that by default Message does not count its instances,
but these are always counted by SendableMessage counter sentSoFar and, when present,
counter.
In addition, Message implements also some logic for the delivery time of its instances.
This can be passed to the message as parameter of its __init__ function or let it be
None. If a time is given, that is intended to be the delay for the delivery of the message, otherwise None is intended to trigger a randomize delay. Random time is normally evaluated as randrange(Message.TIME_RANGE_MIN, Message.TIME_RANGE_MAX)
* Message.TIME_FACTOR by calling the function
generate_random_time(). Because these are attribute of the class, the user can vary
them without modifying the code. This freedom includes the whole function generating
the random time. It is in fact possible to implement any delivery time distribution by
reimplementing this function, either by subclassing Message or more simply by reassigning
the name generate_random_time to the custom implementation.
Adopting random times for the delivery of messages makes more likely simulations but
it can cause trouble during the debug phase. To address this concern, Message implements an additional logic. There are in fact other two attributes governing the delivery
time: IGNORE_TIME and DEFAULT_TIME, respectively set by default to False and 1. If
IGNORE_TIME is set to True, the delivery time of the message is set to DEFAULT_TIME
disregarding the parameter passed to the init function, but with the exception of message
with the delivery time delay set to zero. This kind of messages are supposed to be a form
of communication internal to the node, a sort of simple Inter Process Communication between algorithms registered on the same node or within functions of the same algorithm.
For this reason this kind of messages are assumed to need to keep their own zero time
delay, otherwise the functioning of the algorithms can be compromised. If the described
mechanism to override the delivery time with a single default time with a sole exception
is not enough it is possible to hack the class by reassigning the name DEFAULT_TIME to
a custom function returning a number, instead of setting it to an actual number as per
default.
At this stage of development, we have set no mechanism to distinguish message sent
among edges to other nodes and messages sent within the same node, nor do we forbid
sending a message between different nodes with a zero time delay, i.e. a rather unrealistic
communication in a distributed environment. It is left to the user to evaluate wisely the
opportunity of zero-delay messages whenever this can make sense in her simulation.

5.2.6 Plotting
Neto includes a module for basic plotting capabilities. This is achieved using the matplotlib/pyplot library. The module is able to detect if the operative system provides an
x-interactive backend. Typically a server will not have such a backend, and in that case
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the plotter module is able to correctly set matplotlib to function anyway.
Neto implements a Plotter class. This is linked to a single graph for which it computes
a layout. Then, successive plots of the same graph have the same layout, plotting the
same nodes in the same position, useful feature for the interpretation of the plots.
The plot functions look for weights on the edges and prizes on the node and will plot these
attributes. The edge are plotted with a scheme of colors passed by the calling function
as parameter and can express values of a single edge attribute.
It is also possible to plot the topology of the graph, with ids of the nodes in lieu of the
prizes and without colour scheme for the edge.
A plotter instance can also plot different graphs other than the one linked to the instance
itself.

5.2.7 Graph generation
In theory, any networkx graph is suitable for Neto. It is therefore possible to leverage the
API of this external library to model the graph by adding, removing and modifying nodes
and edges. The user can take this path and make her own script to model the graph.
It would be possible to extend Neto to let it handle dynamic graphs, but as it is now, once
the simulation is started, the underlying networkx graph should not change its topology.
Neto offers a graph creator module, named GraphCreator, with the capability to generate
a limited variety of (trees and) graphs. All the graphs so created have weighted edges
and nodes with prizes. It also adds status and solution parameters to the edges, which
can be useful in multiple application and it can be helpful to have them set from the
beginning.

5.2.8 Main Script
Every simulation needs a Python main script and Neto offers a skeleton for it. The duties
of the script are to load or create a networkx graph object and attach the algorithms to
nodes. The user modifies the import and attach instructions to accomplish this correctly.
The main script also sets a log file where the simulation outputs its logs through the
logging library.
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5.2.9 Edges
By looking from different perspectives, edges can either be a crucial part of simulating
distributed graph algorithms or a non-existent element. On one hand, if we think nodes as
interacting computers in a network, edges are solely a mean of transmission without any
ability of storing any data. Therefore they should not be actually entities able to perform
code to simulate. On the other hand, graph algorithms directly interact with edges. For
example an algorithm solving the Minimum Spanning Tree problem reads edge’s weight
and marks edges to be or not to be in the built tree.
Neto chooses not to implement a dedicated class for edges and to rely on their networkx’s
representation. Thus, the algorithms in Neto can access to the edges through the node
reference to the graph and then read and write attributes on them.
It would have been possible to implement edges as resources or process with the capability
of accepting a fixed amount of message per time and with the responsibility of transmitting
and delivery them. With this approach the edge would manage the delivery delay and
the insertion of the messages in the recipient’s incoming queue and the design of message
classes would have been different. As an advantage it would e.g. be easier to force nodes
to communicate only with neighbours.
The chosen design of Neto is intended to reduce the number of simulated entities at a given
time. For example, consider a network with a large number of nodes and edges. Neto
as it is in its current version only simulates messages (other than every node) when they
are travelling between nodes and until they are read. Having had edges as a simulated
entity would have resulted in a large number of alive entities for the entire life span of the
simulation (probably other than the messages itself as objects holding the data). Also,
Neto design facilitates the use of messages as a mean of communication internal to nodes.

5.3 Usage of the Framework
In this section, we show how to use Neto in practice and by example. Essentially, what
the user needs to do is:
1. write one or multiple algorithms in respective Python module
2. create a graph and attach the algorithm(s) to the nodes as needed
3. run the simulation
4. explore the results (plot and stats)
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A crucial step in writing a Neto simulation is to choose the kind of node class to use:
BaseNode or DispatcherNode. With the former, the user writes a SimPy algorithm that
directly runs on the node. The latter class is recommended to write normal Python code
designed to be event-driven with handlers function responding to the events. This kind
of code exploits the Neto API to its fullest, but it hides SimPy’s Processes and their
programming technique based on generators. Another way to see this is that when using
DispatcherNode, the Neto code manages itself the call to SimPy and the user can concentrate on the distributed algorithm problem at hand. In general if the algorithm needs
multiple handlers and message types can arrive at unpredictable order DispatcherNode
is recommended. Otherwise, and if the user is familiar with SimPy’s language, BaseNode
can be an appropriated choice.
We start describing the use of the BaseNode class. The reader can, without difficulties,
skip to section 5.3.2 concerning the use of DispatcherNode.

5.3.1 A Sensor Network simulated with BaseNode
We illustrate a successful use of BaseNode with a case study. Consider to have to simulate
the code of a network of five temperature sensors linked to a station that records their
measures over the time. We design the sensor to idle for one hour, then read the temperature from instrumentation and send a message to the station. We assume all sensors
to know the identity of the station and vice-versa, so that we do not need to implement
here the discovery phase of the network, though this would be easily done.
First, we start by writing the code of the sensors. The most polish way to proceed is
to create a new Python module named sensor.py and subclass BaseNode there3 . Let
Sensor be the new subclass, we begin by overriding the Run function of BaseNode and
implement the desired algorithm there 4 .
1 def Run( s e l f ) :
2
while True :
3
t = s e l f . read_temperature ( )
4
mex = neto . SendableMessage ( s e l f . s t a t i o n , 0 . 0 0 1 )
5
mex . t e m p e r a t u r e = t
6
mex . s e n d e r = s e l f . id
7
s e l f . send ( mex )
8
y i e l d hold , s e l f , s e l f . i d l e _ t i m e
In this case, the algorithm consist in a simple loop where we encounter a few call to
Neto’s components. In line 4 we create an empty message addressed to the sensor’s
station that will arrive at destination in 0.001 units of time. A SendableMessage arrives
3
4

Note that for quick hacks a simple monkey patch reassigning the Run function might be sufficient.
The user cannot change the name of the function holding the algorithm to be executed unless by
modifying BaseNode internal code.
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at destination exactly after the amount of time specified at its initialization and without
any further randomness nor can be lost during transmission. For more sophisticated
delivery time logic it is possible to use the class Message or to subclass SendableMessage
itself. The receiver of a SendableMessage must be an BaseNode object (or a subclass’),
i.e. it is necessary to pass a reference to the entire object and not its id. Here we have
decided to represent time in minutes, i.e. one unit of simulated time correspond to one
minute in the actual environment. Thus, our message will travel to destination in 0.06s.
In line 5 and 6 we attach the data to the message, i.e. the read temperature and the
sensor’s id. Line 7 shows how to send a message. It is important to understand that
the message is not sent until this call is made. This is a general rule of SimPy programming that is a non-preemtive environment: SimPy processes will not pause their
execution unless they invoke a yield statement. The reader willing to explore how to use
SendableMessage can refer to SimPy’s documentation. Finally, line 8 returns indeed the
control to the SimPy scheduler with a yield. The syntax of the yield is governed by the
SimPy API. In practice, here it means that the sensor will sleep for a self.idle_time
unit of time before to continue its execution.
Here we show the rest of the sensor module. The users should always import Neto and the
SimPy function she will use. As in general object-oriented programming, if it is necessary
to override the init function, it is important to always call the parent init. We can also
see that the idle time is set to 60 units of time (1h) and we simulate the reading of the
temperatures with random numbers between 0 and 99. Note at line 9 how a process is
referred from a node in networkx.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

import neto
import random
from SimPy . S i m u l a t i o n import hold
c l a s s S e n s o r ( n eto . MyNode) :
def __init__ ( s e l f , graph , node , s t a t i o n ) :
net o . MyNode . __init__ ( s e l f , graph , node )
s e l f . s t a t i o n = graph . node [ s t a t i o n ] [ ’ p r o c e s s ’ ]
s e l f . i d l e _ t i m e = 60
def read_temperature ( s e l f ) :
return random . randrange ( 1 0 0 )
def Run( s e l f ) :
...
The code of a station is even simpler as we only need to write its Run function. It consist of
an infinite loop where the station waits for incoming messages by leaving the computation
to other processes in the simulation that eventually will reactivate it. When the station is
reactivated by the arrive of a message, it reads from the incoming queue. Note that the
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user code must empty the queue, otherwise they will be left on the queue indefinitely as
the BaseNode code does not assume anything on how to manage the incoming messages.
At line 5 we see how to read from the queue. For simplicity we print the data from the
messages instead of implementing a logging/storing mechanism.
1 def Run( s e l f ) :
2
while True :
3
yield passivate , s e l f
4
while s e l f . i n q :
5
message = s e l f . i n q . p o p l e f t ( )
6
print " R e ce i ve d ␣ t e m p e r a t u r e ␣ " , message . temperature , " from
␣ s e n s o r ␣ " , message . sender , " ␣ a t ␣ time ␣ " , now ( )
The final piece of the code is the main script that consists more of a boilerplate than in
actual algorithmic code, therefore the user is welcome to use main scripts in the examples
as much as possible.
The intended behaviour of a main script is to: 1) instantiate a networkx graph (possibly
using Neto’s GraphCreator), 2) instantiate Neto nodes (i.e. SimPy processes), 3) start
the simulation 4) possibly menage some plotting.
As usual the user needs to appropriately import Neto, SimPy and custom modules. In
this case:
1
2
3
4

import n e t o
from SimPy . S i m u l a t i o n import a c t i v a t e , s i m u l a t e
from s e n s o r import S e n s o r
from s t a t i o n import S t a t i o n
We choose to write a function to build the graph that exploits Neto’s GraphCreator,
however it is possible to directly work with networkx API. Sensors are here represented
as tuples, their content is irrelevant in our application though. We refer to Neto’s code
documentation for more details.

1 def b u i l t _ g r a p h ( ) :
2
sensors = [(0 ,0) , (0 ,0) , (0 ,0) , (0 ,0) , (0 ,0) ]
3
return neto . g e n e r a t e S t a r ( c h i l d r e n = s e n s o r s )
The rest of the script follows. It shows how to correctly instantiate and use a Neto’s plotter
object, which functioning is explained in section 5.2.6. Subsequent lines instantiate and
activate the station and sensors. Finally, line 12 and 13 start the simulation and set the
maximum time it can be reached, after which the simulation ends.
1
2
3
4

i f __name__ == "__main__" :
G = built_graph ( )
p l o t t e r = neto . p l o t t e r (G)
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

p l o t t e r . p l o t T o p o l o g y ( path = ’ t o p o l o g y . png ’ )
N = S t a t i o n (G, 0 )
for n in range ( 1 , 6 ) :
N = S e n s o r (G, n , 0 )
MaxSimTime = 2 0 0 . 0
s i m u l a t e ( u n t i l = MaxSimTime )
The complete code of this example is found on the Neto’s online repository, under the
folder neto/example/temperature_sensors.

5.3.2 DispatcherNode By Examples
In this section, we show how to implement a simulation based on DispatcherNode. Before we start, note that this approach is particularly convenient for, but not limited to,
scenarios with a large number of handlers per algorithm and message types that arrive
at a node in unpredictable order. We will also see that chaining and combining different
algorithms is an easy task that promotes the reuse of the algorithms’ code.
The typical workflow is to start by writing the target algorithm(s) of the simulation. This
will implicitly create an algorithm’s protocol as an effect. Then one needs to write a
main script to run the simulation, which code is responsible to: 1) create a networkx
graph on which to run the simulation, 2) initialize DispatcherNode on each node where
Algorithm objects will run, 3) attach user’s Algorithms to the nodes. It is not suggested,
but possible, to mix nodes implemented as BaseNode and DispatcherNode in the same
simulation.
For a more detailed review of DispatcherNode and Neto API we refer to the description
of the Neto components found in section 5.2. Here follows an example of simulation
implemented with Neto and DispatcherNode. We first describe the algorithm we intend
to simulate and then we show its implementation. Of particular relevance is the section
about guidelines and best practices in section 29.
Before to start the example we illustrate general design requirements and guidelines to
implement such a simulation.

Design of the simulation code
The user writes its code on Algorithm objects which can be registered on the nodes
through the DispatcherNode’s API. This latter class represents the basic simulated enti-
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ties with computational capability. The mode of operation of this kind of node is to wait
for messages and, at their arrival, to deliver them to the registered algorithms. Thus, the
user’s code is all about implementing the algorithm with the correct handlers and helper
functions and the right way to proceed is to subclass the Algorithm class.
We suggest to implement within the same module an algorithm and its helper classes and
functions, and to regroup small variations of the same algorithm in the same module, but
to have algorithms that pursuit different postconditions on different modules. Also the
unit tests should be on dedicated modules with named consistently with the algorithm’s
files. As it is, Neto needs each simulation to implement its main script. Various skeleton
examples are provided and we suggest users to adapt them in dedicated Python modules.

The algorithms’ handlers
But how do we implement an handler and what are its prerequisites? Handlers are
normal Python functions of the user Algorithm’s subclass. In order to be able to receive
messages dispatched by the node they must accept a Message object as parameter and
their name must be the result of the concatenation of the name of the type of the message
to handle plus the string "Handler". Contingent return values are currently ignored by
DispatcherNode (and anyway never passed to SimPy). For example the handler for a
message spam must be declared as follows:
1 def spamHandler ( s e l f , mex_in ) :
2
...
Note that whenever DispatcherNode receives a message without a type attribute, it
dispatch it to all algorithms implementing an unknownHandler.

Algorithms’ start, end and composition
Another question for algorithm implementation is how to design its start. There are
multiple approaches to this. One option is to start some sort of computation directly in the
algorithm’s __init__. The disadvantage of this approach, a part from code cleanliness, is
that computation starts as soon as the algorithm is instantiated, and this can in general
happen before that all its neighbours are instantiated. Therefore, it might be desirable to
have a better control on when the algorithm actually starts, so another way is to override
the start function found in Neto’s Algorithm. As start is not an handler, it needs
to be directly called by some code holding a reference to the Algorithm object. This is
intended so that the code that instantiate an Algorithm can always start it. However it
can be often useful to have the start of the algorithm governed by the delivery of messages,
e.g. algorithms might need to be waken up by neighbours. The solution is to design a
dedicated message type and handler to this purpose. Users must be careful to not create
collisions with starting messages of other algorithms that can run on the same node. For
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example startHandler might not be the best name to pick up. Assuming to have to
write the code for an algorithm named foo, we suggest to implement such a handler with
the name start_fooHandler.
We also recommend to write an end message such as end_foo so that algorithms can
listen for each other termination. As an example of use of this message, consider two
algorithms, foo and bar, and a user willing to execute them in sequence so that bar
starts right after foo is concluded. To this goal, bar can simply handle the end message
from foo.
The scenario that we have just described is more likely to happen if bar is both written
after foo and designed to be run specifically after foo. But we can also image the
opposite scenario: to write foo after bar for a simulation of an environment where bar’s
precondition are not met at the moment of graph construction. Following the same
schema, in this case we could trigger the start of bar by making foo send a start message
to it.
A more careful design for algorithm composition is to implement a third algorithm that
manages smaller ones as they were bricks to compose bigger applications. Consider once
more the case of foo and bar and image that the exact composition were not considered
during the development of the single algorithms. In this case, bar would not be designed
to catch the end message from foo nor the latter would send a start message for it. The
user willing to compose them together can therefore develop a third algorithm, let it be
foobar, responsible to instantiate and integrate both. foobar can first start foo, e.g. by
mean of a start message, and then when it receives its end message it starts bar.

An example of algorithm to simulate
Before we continue, we introduce an example algorithm that allows us to clarify certain
aspects of developing with Neto. In the subsequent DispatcherNode subsections, snippet
of code and relative discussion about implementation will refer to this example algorithm.
The example we are going to implement is the case of a network that builds a generic
spanning tree starting from an arbitrary root. The tree could then be used for broadcast/convergecast operation.
The idea in this example is that the root starts first, sending contact messages to all its
neighbours. With such a message the sending node express its intent to be the parent of
the receiver node. When a generic node receives a contact message for the first time it
proceeds by sending contact message itself to all its neighbours but its parent. However
it is possible that a node is contacted multiple times, in which case it will not accept the
sender as its parent nor proceed to send again the messages to the neighbours. Because
we want to build a tree over the graph, we need the receiving node to always tell the
sender node whether the request of connection has been accepted. In this way the sender
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will know which of its neighbours it needs to communicate with in case of convergecast
and broadcast operations. To this goal, we design two different messages: accept and
refuse. A node sends one of these messages to its parent only once it has received an
answer from all its potential children. After this step we consider the algorithm on the
node terminated 5 and we also foresee an end message to express this status.

Guidelines for algorithms’ description, preconditions and postconditions
We start by proposing a few guidelines. We suggest to write a separate Python module
for each algorithm and to place in it, as the first thing, a comment that states: 1) a short
description of the algorithm, 2) a list of precondition that the algorithm assumes to find
on the environment it will run on, 3) a list of postcondition that will be guaranteed at the
end of its execution. For instance, in our example we ask as preconditions every node to
have a unique id and that all the network agrees on which node is the root. Furthermore,
we ask every node in the graph to run a copy of the algorithm, i.e. if there were a node in
the graph that does not answer to our messages or misbehaves that will block the normal
functioning of the algorithm over the whole graph. As it is possible to run simulations in
Neto where one of these conditions is not met, it is important to be sure that the graph
has been initialized, or modified by other algorithms, in accordance with the precondition
requirements.
A list of postconditions, i.e. what will result to be mutated in the network status after the
execution of the implemented algorithm, is particularly useful when multiple algorithms
are composed together because it allows the user implementing the composite algorithm
to check if the resulting status of one matches with the precondition required by the other
(and possibly implement some extra step to catch the gap among the two). In our case,
each node has a dictionary called adjacentEdges. Each dictionary’s key represents an
edge incident on the node and it is marked by the id of the node at the opposite extreme
of the edge. Possible values are CHILD and PARENT if the edge is in the built tree, and
REJECTED otherwise. We can also warn the users that the adjacentEdges dictionary will
be overwritten in case the node already holds it.
We suggest to pay particular attention to pre and post conditions for the algorithms. A
good practice could be to implement unit tests to check them.

Algorithms’ protocols
The types of messages that an algorithm sends define a protocol. In turn, a protocol
defines which handlers an algorithm must implement. Such a protocol should be clearly
declared. For example we propose to write the following Python lines near the beginning
5

But in general not on the graph: the algorithm on the graph is concluded only once every node has
terminated its copy of the algorithm
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of the algorithm’s module. Another good practice can be to write them in a separate
module so that different algorithms can share by import.
1
2
3
4
5

#Message t y p e s f o r SpTAlg
CONNECT = ’ c o n n e c t ’
REFUSE = ’ r e f u s e ’
ACCEPT = ’ a c c e p t ’
END_ALG = ’ end_SpT ’

Implementing the algorithm
First of all, the algorithm module needs always to import the Neto framework to be able
to instantiate messages and subclass Algorithm. It is also likely to import networkx to
leverage its API, but it probably won’t need to import the SimPy framework. The reader
should remember that SimPy’s special use of yield command is not possible in Neto’s
Algorithm subclasses 6 .
1 import neto
2 import networkx as nx
3 #from SimPy . S i m u l a t i o n import . . .
Every algorithm must be a subclass of Neto’s Algorithm class and in our case the code
for our root doesn’t diverge much from the one of a generic node, therefore we are going
to implement one single algorithm for both. We start by implementing the __init__
function where, in addition to Algorithm’s default, we pass a parameter informing which
node will act as the root and a plotter object, intended to be only for the root that will
be able to plot the final graph. Note how we store the variables: they are algorithm’s
attribute rather than node’s. This prevents conflicts with other algorithms and assures
that at the end of the execution, when the algorithm is deregistered from the node, they
will be erased. This can also be a disadvantage if the algorithm needs to produce a
durable output on the network. Although we recommend to primarily use algorithm’s
attribute for its variables, the user is free to access DispatcherNode namespace and even
the networkx’s node and graph dictionaries.
1 c l a s s SpTAlg ( s i n e . Algorithm ) :
2
3
def __init__ ( s e l f , node , r o o t , p l o t t e r = None ) :
4
s i n e . Algorithm . __init__ ( s e l f , node )
5
s e l f . sn = UNCONNECTED
6
s e l f . children_wait = 0
7
self . plotter = plotter
8
9
i f s e l f . node . id == r o o t :
10
s e l f . r o o t = True
6

However it is possible for an algorithm to use other SimPy functions as for example now
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else :
s e l f . root = False

11
12
13
14

s e l f . node . a d j a c e n t E d g e s = dict . fromkeys ( s e l f . node .
n e i g h b o r s ( ) , BASIC)
The successive step is to write handlers and helper functions or class when present. We
don’t show here the whole code for the example, that can be found at the Neto’s online
repository, but we limit ourself to part of it. The following is the helper function to send
connect messages to a node’s neighbours. At line 2 we see that the algorithm can use
node attributes simply by leveraging its reference to the node. Lines 5-7 show how to
build and send a message. In particular, line 6 shows how to add data to the message,
i.e. the message is used as a record. Note that the call to send does not actually send the
message until the execution of the current function and its calls are terminated. Indeed,
once the code of an algorithm has taken the control of the execution it keeps it until a
return or yield that does not return to some other user’s code is called.

1 def s e n d C o n n e c t i o n R e q u e s t s ( s e l f ) :
2
for k , v in s e l f . node . a d j a c e n t E d g e s . i t e m s ( ) :
3
i f v == BASIC :
4
s e l f . c h i l d r e n _ w a i t += 1
5
mex = neto . Message ( s e l f . node . id , k , type = CONNECT)
6
mex . l e v e l = s e l f . l e v e l
7
s e l f . node . send ( mex )
For completeness we also show the code for the corresponding handler, assuming CONNECT
= "connect".
1 def c o n n e c t H a n d l e r ( s e l f , mex_in ) :
2
i f s e l f . sn == UNCONNECTED:
3
s e l f . sn = CONNECTED
4
s e l f . l e v e l = mex_in . l e v e l + 1
5
s e l f . node . a d j a c e n t E d g e s [ mex_in . s e n d e r ] = PARENT
6
s e l f . p a r e n t = mex_in . s e n d e r
7
8
s e l f . sendConnectionRequests ( )
9
10
i f s e l f . c h i l d r e n _ w a i t == 0 :
11
s e l f . sendAck ( )
12
else :
13
s e l f . node . a d j a c e n t E d g e s [ mex_in . s e n d e r ] = REJECTED
14
mex = neto . Message ( s e l f . node . id , mex_in . sender ,
random_time ( ) , REFUSE)
15
s e l f . node . send ( mex )
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As previously stated, the handler accepts a message as input. Through this reference,
it is possible to access to all the message’s field (e.g. lines 2-4). Finally we see the
implementation of the function that ends the algorithm. This function is called by the
sendAck() function when all acknowledges messages are sent. The interesting thing here
is to note the use of Message as a mean of communication internal to a node (line 5).
Indeed, with an end message, an algorithm wants to notice its termination to contingent
algorithms running on the same node. Because its code cannot know which algorithms
they are and how they are supposed to manage this event, sending a message that will
be dispatched to contingent algorithms that can handle it is an appropriate technique.
There are other scenarios where it is opportune to send messages to the same node and
even algorithm, sometimes simply for the sake of code elegance. In order to exploit this
technique, we make the message’s sender and receiver the same node and we set the
delivery time to zero as normally the computation time internal to a node in distributed
computation is considered irrelevant.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def endAlg ( s e l f ) :
i f s e l f . root :
s e l f . _setEdgeAttribute ( )
s e l f . node . l e v e l = s e l f . l e v e l
mex = s i n e . Message ( s e l f . node . id , s e l f . node . id , 0 , END_ALG)
s e l f . node . send ( mex )

Main script and plotting
Every Neto simulation needs a main script, whose main purpose is to correctly attach the
algorithm(s) to the nodes. Even if this piece of code consists more in a boilerplate than
in actual algorithmic code, it is not automatically generated by the the current version of
the framework. However, multiple main scripts can be found within the Neto’s examples
and the user is welcome to take them as skeletons to modify at need.
The reason for which Neto is not able to perform this step by itself is that, depending
on the simulation, there might be multiple algorithms written on multiple modules, and
only some of them might be supposed to be attached to the nodes, e.g. a simulation can
run an algorithm that instantiates other algorithms that therefore are not managed by
the main script. It is also possible that some nodes have to run different (version of the
same) algorithm.
The intended behaviour of a main script in a simulation exploiting DispatcherNodes is
not much dissimilar from the ones using BaseNodes. The main difference is the extra step
needed to register the Algorithms’ code to the DispatcherNode(s). Here, we recap the
expected steps of a main script:
1. instantiate a networkx graph (possibly using Neto’s GraphCreator);
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2. instantiate Neto nodes (i.e. DispatcherNodes and possibly some BaseNodes, note
that all these are SimPy processes);
3. register the appropriate Algorithm(s) on the nodes (this is the extra step);
4. start the simulation;
5. possibly manage some plotting.
We are now going to review the actual code of the main script file for our example. First
of all, the main script’s module shall always import: 1) both Neto and SimPy, 2) the
Algorithm(s) subclasses to be attached and 3) networkx if it needs to access to its API
e.g. to create a graph. In our example 7 that is:
1
2
3
4

import n e t o
import networkx as nx
from SimPy . S i m u l a t i o n import s i m u l a t e , . . .
from s p t import SpTAlg
DispatcherNode can output logging strings to trace the sent and received messages. We
see how to enable this at line 2 of the following snippet of code. Then lines 4-6 show how
to generate a random graph and plot it.

1
2

i f __name__ == "__main__" :
l o g g i n g . b a s i c C o n f i g ( f i l e n a m e= ’ s p t . l o g ’ , l e v e l=l o g g i n g .DEBUG,
f i l e m o d e= ’w ’ , format= ’%(message ) s ’ )

3
4
5
6

G = n e t o . generateRandomGraph ( )
p l o t t e r = neto . p l o t t e r (G)
p l o t t e r . p l o t T o p o l o g y ( path = ’ spt−t o p o l o g y . png ’ )
Instead of SendabelMessage, DispatcherNode uses Message class for communication,
this requires a simple set up. We must set the graph over which the messages are sent,
so that algorithms’ code can specify sender and receiver simply by their ids and not by
passing a Process instance as it happens with SendableNode. Then line 4 shows how to
disable messages’ delivery time as specified by the algorithms. Here we decided to enable
this feature only if the script is called with a specific keyword as argument. Finally, line
6 shows how to attach a custom counter to the message class. For details on Message
features, we refer to its description in section 5.2 on Neto’s component. Note also that
the Counter class needs to be implemented by the user.

1
2
3
4

n e t o . Message . setGraph (G)
i f ’ sync ’ in s y s . argv :
n e t o . Message .IGNORE_TIME = True
7

Here we assume the spanning tree algorithm to be written on the spt.py file in the same folder of the
main script.
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5
6

n e t o . Message . c o u n t e r = Counter (G)
The following lines show how to instantiate all the nodes, attach the algorithm to them
and finally start the algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

root = 0
for n in nx . n o d e s _ i t e r (G) :
N = neto . NodeWithDispatcher (G, n )
N. r e g i s t e r ( [ SpTAlg (N, r o o t ) ] )
wakeUpMex = neto . Message ( r o o t , r o o t , 0 , ’ start_SpT ’ )
a c t i v a t e ( wakeUpMex , wakeUpMex . Run ( ) )
Note that the actual simulation does not start until we call the SimPy’s simulate function.

1
2

MaxSimTime = 2 0 0 0 . 0
s i m u l a t e ( u n t i l = MaxSimTime )

5.4 Implemented Algorithms
Our public repository, other than the core code of the framework described so far, contains
several algorithms that we have been implementing both to experiment Neto and to study
the PCST. The list of implemented algorithms of our design includes:
• the UTA (sec. 4.2.3);
• the distributed GW-algorithm (sec. 4.4);
• MST-based algorithm for the PCST (sec. 4.3).
In addition to these, we also implemented the GHS algorithm for the distributed MST as
presented in the original reference’s pseudocode (Gallager et al., 1983).
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In chapter 4, we introduced two algorithms to build an approximated solution for the
PCST: the MST-heuristic of section 4.3 and the distributed GW-algorithm of section 4.4.
The former is a simple heuristic and it cannot offer any guarantee on the quality of the
solution found. For this reason, it is particularly important to evaluate how the algorithm
behaves in practice. To accomplish this, we developed the Neto framework introduced
in chapter 5 and then implemented the algorithm on top of it. In the following sections
we show the results we obtained by running the MST-based algorithm on a number of
instances of the problem.
We tested the MST-based algorithm against two kind of graphs: 1) instances of the PCST
problem for which the optimal solution is known in literature and 2) random instances
with different topologies.

6.1 Instances from Literature
In this section we consider 5 classes of instances called C, D, E, K and P (Ljubić, 2004). In
our exposition, we maintain the same grouping and names in order to ease the comparison
with the literature. In particular, classes C and D were generated by (Canuto et al., 2001)
and class E by (Ljubić, 2004). Sets K and P are a subset of the instances with up to 400
nodes and 1576 edges generated by (Johnson et al., 2000) and have been considered in
successive works (Canuto et al., 2001; Ljubić, 2004; Lucena & Resende, 2004).
We start by examining the set of instances and then we proceed with showing our computational results.

6.1.1 Prospect of the Set of Instances
Classes P and K were originally named unstructured and geometric (Johnson et al., 2000).
Instance of class K (geometric) were randomly generated to have a structure similar to
street maps that were considered by the authors. Vertices are set at random points and
edges are created whenever two vertices are within a given distance. The cost of an edge
corresponds to the euclidean distance between the pair of nodes. Prizes of vertices are
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randomly generated as well and a node has a positive prize with probability of 0.15. Both
classes K and P are designed to have constant expected degree and prize/cost ratio. Apart
from that, instances of class P (unstructured) are completely random. In this case, two
nodes are connected by an edge with probability 1/n and a vertex has non-zero prize with
probability 1/4.
We did not modified classes C, D and E which are described in literature as follows
(Ljubić, 2004):
Canuto et al. (2001) generated a set of 80 test problems derived from the
Steiner problem instances of the well-known OR-Library. For each of the 40
problems from series C and D, two sets of instances were generated by assigning
zero profits to non-terminal vertices and randomly generated profits in the
interval [1, maxprize] to terminal vertices. Here, maxprize = 10 for problems
in set A, and maxprize = 100 for problems in set B. Instances of group C
contain 500 vertices, and between 625 and 12 500 edges, while instances of
group D contain 1 000 vertices and between 1 250 and 25 000 edges. Following
this schema, we generated an additional set of 40 larger benchmark instances
derived from series E of the Steiner problem instances in the OR-Library.
These new instances contain 2 500 vertices and between 3 125 and 62 500
edges.
The OR-Library was first described in the work of (Beasley, 1990) and it can be found at
the following address: http://people.brunel.ac.uk/ mastjjb/jeb/info.html.

6.1.2 Results
In tables 6.1 to 6.5, we show the GW-value of the solutions found by our MST-based
algorithm for each instance of the problem. We remind that the GW-function defines a
minimization problem, thus our results approach the optimal values from above and the
smaller values are better. As these instances have been solved to provable optimality,
the tables compare the values found by our algorithm to the optimal value and we omit
the values found in literature. In fact, the centralized algorithms introduced in (Ljubić,
2004) produces optimal or quasi-optimal results for the entire set of instances and the
comparison with our algorithm is not meaningful. The approximation shown in the table
is evaluated as
GW (M ST − based)
.
approx =
GW (opt)
Note that we round the approximation at the 5th decimal.
Table 6.6 shows a summary of the obtained results: for each series we report the average
and maximum approximation found over all the instances of such a set. The maximum
approximation corresponds to the worst result produced. Conversely, as our algorithm
was able to find the optimal value for some instances, we also display the number of
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instance
C1-A
C1-B
C2-A
C2-B
C3-A
C3-B
C4-A
C4-B
C5-A
C5-B
C6-A
C6-B
C7-A
C7-B
C8-A
C8-B
C9-A
C9-B
C10-A
C10-B
C11-A
C11-B
C12-A
C12-B
C13-A
C13-B
C14-A
C14-B
C15-A
C15-B
C16-A
C16-B
C17-A
C17-B
C18-A
C18-B
C19-A
C19-B
C20-A
C20-B

opt
18
85
50
141
414
737
618
1063
1080
1528
18
55
50
102
361
500
533
694
859
1069
18
32
38
46
236
258
293
318
501
551
11
11
18
18
111
113
146
146
266
267

MST-based
18.0
126.0
50.0
197.0
414.0
849.0
626.0
1142.0
1128.0
1623.0
18.0
99.0
50.0
164.0
400.0
648.0
584.0
831.0
888.0
1133.0
18.0
66.0
43.0
94.0
292.0
343.0
362.0
391.0
547.0
619.0
18.0
31.0
45.0
54.0
191.0
195.0
212.0
221.0
336.0
345.0

approx
1.00000
1.48235
1.00000
1.39716
1.00000
1.15197
1.01294
1.07432
1.04444
1.06217
1.00000
1.80000
1.00000
1.60784
1.10803
1.29600
1.09568
1.19741
1.03376
1.05987
1.00000
2.06250
1.13158
2.04348
1.23729
1.32946
1.23549
1.22956
1.09182
1.12341
1.63636
2.81818
2.50000
3.00000
1.72072
1.72566
1.45205
1.51370
1.26316
1.29213

Table 6.1: Results for instances from set C.
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instance
D1-A
D1-B
D2-A
D2-B
D3-A
D3-B
D4-A
D4-B
D5-A
D5-B
D6-A
D6-B
D7-A
D7-B
D8-A
D8-B
D9-A
D9-B
D10-A
D10-B
D11-A
D11-B
D12-A
D12-B
D13-A
D13-B
D14-A
D14-B
D15-A
D15-B
D16-A
D16-B
D17-A
D17-B
D18-A
D18-B
D19-A
D19-B
D20-A
D20-B

opt
18
106
50
218
807
1509
1203
1881
2157
3135
18
67
50
103
755
1036
1070
1420
1671
2079
18
29
42
42
445
486
602
665
1042
1108
13
13
23
23
218
223
306
310
536
537

MST-based
18.0
143.0
50.0
349.0
827.0
1811.0
1215.0
2096.0
2208.0
3250.0
18.0
114.0
50.0
276.0
816.0
1309.0
1154.0
1666.0
1739.0
2215.0
18.0
93.0
48.0
84.0
541.0
627.0
729.0
830.0
1153.0
1231.0
18.0
36.0
50.0
87.0
353.0
365.0
447.0
467.0
688.0
693.0

approx
1.00000
1.34906
1.00000
1.60092
1.02478
1.20013
1.00998
1.11430
1.02364
1.03668
1.00000
1.70149
1.00000
2.67961
1.08079
1.26351
1.07850
1.17324
1.04069
1.06542
1.00000
3.20690
1.14286
2.00000
1.21573
1.29012
1.21096
1.24812
1.10653
1.11101
1.38462
2.76923
2.17391
3.78261
1.61927
1.63677
1.46078
1.50645
1.28358
1.29050

Table 6.2: Results for instances from set D.
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instance
E01-A
E01-B
E02-A
E02-B
E03-A
E03-B
E04-A
E04-B
E05-A
E05-B
E06-A
E06-B
E07-A
E07-B
E08-A
E08-B
E09-A
E09-B
E10-A
E10-B
E11-A
E11-B
E12-A
E12-B
E13-A
E13-B
E14-A
E14-B
E15-A
E15-B
E16-A
E16-B
E17-A
E17-B
E18-A
E18-B
E19-A
E19-B
E20-A
E20-B

opt
13
109
30
170
2231
3806
3151
4888
5657
7998
19
70
40
136
1878
2555
2787
3541
4586
5502
21
34
49
67
1169
1269
1579
1716
2610
2767
15
15
25
25
555
564
747
758
1331
1342

MST-based
13.0
109.0
30.0
273.0
2273.0
4309.0
3249.0
5415.0
5795.0
8284.0
19.0
150.0
40.0
239.0
2023.0
3193.0
2992.0
4105.0
4832.0
5909.0
21.0
84.0
55.0
137.0
1481.0
1642.0
1894.0
2120.0
2825.0
3034.0
32.0
45.0
56.0
77.0
914.0
959.0
1127.0
1158.0
1726.0
1750.0

approx
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.60588
1.01883
1.13216
1.03110
1.10782
1.02439
1.03576
1.00000
2.14286
1.00000
1.75735
1.07721
1.24971
1.07356
1.15928
1.05364
1.07397
1.00000
2.47059
1.12245
2.04478
1.26689
1.29393
1.19949
1.23543
1.08238
1.09649
2.13333
3.00000
2.24000
3.08000
1.64685
1.70035
1.50870
1.52770
1.29677
1.30402

Table 6.3: Results for instances from set E.
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instance
P100
P100.1
P100.2
P100.3
P100.4
P200
P400
P400.1
P400.2
P400.3
P400.4

opt
803300
926238
401641
659644
827419
1317874
2459904
2808440
2518577
2951725
2852956

MST-based
844839.0
983314.0
511950.0
741828.0
889585.0
1406940.0
2772308.0
3210669.0
2784706.0
3298875.0
3291785.0

approx
1.05171
1.06162
1.27465
1.12459
1.07513
1.06758
1.12700
1.14322
1.10567
1.11761
1.15382

Table 6.4: Results for instances from set P.

instance
K100
K100.1
K100.2
K100.3
K100.4
K100.5
K100.6
K100.7
K100.8
K100.9
K100.10
K200
K400
K400.1
K400.2
K400.3
K400.4
K400.5
K400.6
K400.7
K400.8
K400.9
K400.10

opt
135511
124108
200262
115953
87498
119078
132886
172457
210869
122917
133567
329211
350093
490771
477073
415328
389451
519526
374849
474466
418614
383105
394191

MST-based
135511.0
124108.0
208700.0
144349.0
88159.0
119078.0
135201.0
176878.0
231547.0
122917.0
133567.0
332946.0
356364.0
497638.0
487248.0
422309.0
412274.0
535021.0
377091.0
503351.0
419048.0
395796.0
415876.0

approx
1.00000
1.00000
1.04213
1.24489
1.00755
1.00000
1.01742
1.02564
1.09806
1.00000
1.00000
1.01135
1.01791
1.01399
1.02133
1.01681
1.05860
1.02983
1.00598
1.06088
1.00104
1.03313
1.05501

Table 6.5: Results for instances from set K.
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Series
C
D
K
P
E

Average
1.39576
1.44707
1.03311
1.11842
1.41984

# of Optimal Found
6
5
5
0
6

Max. Approx.
3.00000
3.78261
1.24489
1.27465
3.08000

Table 6.6: Summary of results from all the known series.

optimal solutions found.
The histograms in figure 6.1 show the distribution of the approximations given by our
results and shown in the previous tables (tables 6.1 to 6.5).
Overall, we note that the MST-based algorithm produces solutions within acceptable approximations of the optimal solutions in most cases and the worst cases are at most 4
times the optimal solutions. In fact the produced solutions are only worse approximation
guarantee of the known centralized algorithms with approximation guarantee, in exceptional cases. Of particular interest is series K that is built to resemble the topology of
real cases where the PCST has been applied so far. For this set, we can see that the
MST-based algorithm produces quasi optimal solutions for the majority of the instances,
with an average approximation ratio of ∼ 1.03. Also the worst solution produced is still
a rather low approximation (∼ 1.24) of the optimal.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the approximations found for the instances in the series of
instance found in literature.
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6.2 Random Instance with different Topologies
In addition to the instances available in literature and introduced in the previous section,
we built and run experiments on a new set of graphs with different topologies.
For each series we are going to present, we run our MST-based algorithm and the GWalgorithm 3 times for each topology, every time with different prizes and edges. As we
were not able to compute the provable optimal solutions for our instances, we compare the
results given by our algorithms against the ones produced by the classical GW-algorithm,
which we remind being a 2-approximation algorithm. We express this comparison with
the ratio
MST-based(instance)
approx =
GW-algorithm(instance)
where both solutions are evaluated with the GW minimization function. Because the
input instance varies at each run of an experiment, we do not provide the used list of
prizes and weights. If one needs to repeat the experiments, it is possible to refer to our
code at the public repository in order to have the exact same random instance generation.
In the subsequent subsections, we explain the employed topologies and the techniques we
used to generate the appropriate parameters.

6.2.1 Grid Graphs
The first kind of graph on which we test our algorithm is called the grid. Given a vector
dim of length n and a n-dimensional Euclidean space, we define a grid graph as the graph
induced by nodes at integer coordinates of such a space from the origin of the cardinal
axis to the point dim[i] respectively for each i-th dimension and edges connecting nodes at
unitary Euclidean distance. Thus, a grid graph is a matrix in Nn . Figure 6.2 shows a grid
graph produced by the vector [2, 3, 3] as portrayed by the Neto/matplotlib framework.
Note that grid graphs are also known in literature as lattice or mesh graphs and their
definition is generally broader than the one we consider here.
We divide our experiments on the grid topology in series A and B. Series A is made of
cubic grids of increasing size with edges length going from 2 to 8. Therefore the number
of nodes goes respectively from 4 to 448 and the number of edges from 4 to 1344. Nodes
have non-zero prize with a probability 0.25 and prizes are integers generated randomly
with uniform probability within the range [1,9] (thus prizes in the graphs vary from 0
to 9). Edge weights are always positive integers and they are generated with the same
function used to generate the prizes.
In series B we decided to experiment with the number of dimensions and thus we created
hypercubes with fixed edge length. We assign the edge weights and node prizes as in
series A, but nodes have non-zero prize with only 0.1 probability.
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Figure 6.2: Example of a grid graph of dimension 2x3x3 as portrayed by the Neto/matplotlib framework.

6.2.2 Scale Free Graphs

Figure 6.3: On the right, an example of scale free graph with hubs highlighted. Picture
distributed on Wikipedia with CC BY-SA 3.0 license 1 .
A scale-free graph is a graph whose degree distribution follows a power law, i.e the fraction
P (k) of nodes in the graph having k connections to other nodes goes for large values of
k as P (k) ∼ k −γ . As a result, some of the nodes of scale free graphs have greatly higher
degree than the average. These nodes can represent network hubs and are often connected
to smaller hubs, i.e. nodes with lower degree but that still exceed the average. We chose
to experiment with scale free graphs as they model common network topologies.
To create scale free graph we rely on the appropriate generator provided by the networkx
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale-free_network#mediaviewer/File:Scale-free_network_sample.png
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A
size
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B

ratio
1.00000 1.00000
1.02632 1.00000
1.07589 1.05594
1.14143 1.08415
1.08685
1.08812
1.14379
-

MST-based(instance)
. For series A, size is
Table 6.7: Results for series A and B. Ratio is GW-algorithm(instance)
the cube’s edge length, for series B it is the number of dimension of the hypercube of
edge length of 3.

library2 that generates a scale free multi digraph that we subsequently transform in a
simple graph.
Prizes and weights were generated with the same technique described for grid graphs. Here
we show two series of scale free graphs: series S were generated giving to nodes positive
prizes with 0.25 probability whereas in series U that happens with 0.1 probability.

6.2.3 Results
Table 6.7 shows our results for the experiments with grid graphs, whereas table 6.8 shows
the results for experiments with scale free graphs. The ratio assesses how well the MSTbased algorithm performs in comparison to the classical GW-algorithm. We remind that
the ratio shown in the tables is the average ratio obtained in 3 runs of the algorithms
given input instances with different prizes and weights and same topology. Our algorithm
produced results comparable to the GW-algorithm: the worst cases we obtained are for
some big cubes with a ratio of ∼ 1.14 that means that the solution of our algorithm has
been in average greater of the one found by our implementation of the GW-algorithm by
a factor of 14%. As the latter is a 2-approximation algorithm, the values we found are
within 2.28 times the optimal solution (and possibly better).
The MST-based algorithm performed even better on the scale free graphs where it was
able to produce exactly the same value of the GW-algorithm in half of the instances and
in some cases it found even better optimizations.

2

See chapter 5 on our use of the networkx and related libraries. The official documentation of networkx
provides the default parameters that we employed to generate the graph.
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S
size
25
50
100
200

ratio
0.98039 1.00000
1.00000 1.06250
1.00000 1.00000
1.00858 1.00758

Table 6.8: Results for series S and U. Ratio is
of nodes in the graph.
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U

MST-based(instance)
GW-algorithm(instance)

and size is the number

7 Conclusions and Future Works
Our objective was to design one or more algorithms to address the novel distributed variant
of the Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem. In this thesis we introduced two algorithms:
a simple Minimum Spanning Tree based heuristic and a distributed translation of the
classical 2-approximation GW-algorithm. Together they form, to our knowledge, the first
algorithms for the novel variant of the PCST problem. In addition, we designed and
introduced Neto: a Python framework to simulate arbitrary algorithms in our distributed
network model.

The Tree Algorithm
In our research, we initially noticed that the PCST problem can be easily solved to
optimality both in a centralized computation and in our distributed environment if the
input is limited to trees. We therefore designed an efficient algorithm, which we named
Tree Algorithm and introduced in section (4.2), to solve such restricted problem instances.
The idea of a tree optimization was already known in literature as Strong Pruning where
it is used as post-processing technique in order to improve the result of other PCST
algorithms (Johnson et al., 2000; Ljubić, 2004). Our first contribution has been to adapt
such technique to a distributed model while formally proving its correctness. In particular,
the Strong Pruning algorithm is equivalent to what we introduced as the Rooted Tree
Algorithm (RTA) in section 4.2.1. This version only solves the rooted variant of the PCST,
i.e. when there is a node in the graph that we are required to include in the solution.
(Ljubić, 2004) argues that in order to solve the unrooted variant of the problem, it suffices
to find the root which returns the maximum Net Worth, thus running the RTA once per
each root. This is what our SUA variant of the Tree Algorithm does, as shown in section
4.2.2. Such a solution is suboptimal and, in our distributed model, costly. However,
we noticed that most of the RTA computation it contains is replicated multiple times
without adding new information and we therefore designed what we named the Unrooted
Tree Algorithm (UTA): a new variant of the Tree Algorithm capable of obtaining the
same result whilst avoiding such unnecessary redundancy. Such an optimized adaptation
of the Strong Pruning for the unrooted distributed variant of the PCST constitutes our
second contribution to the field and it is introduced in section 4.2.3. We gave a proof of
correctness for every Tree Algorithm variant we have shown.
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The MST-based heuristic
With the UTA we have an efficient tool to address the unrooted PCST problem on trees
which can be used as post-processing technique as in the centralized algorithms we reviewed. However, none of the PCST algorithms easily adapt to the distributed model
and we faced the question of how to generate a good enough tree from an input graph to
be then optimized by the Tree Algorithm. Any heuristic that we considered, based only
on the local knowledge of each node, or on any given neighbourhood of the node, could
guarantee an approximation factor of the optimal solution, i.e. we were always able to
build arbitrary bad cases.
Eventually, we decided to feed the Tree Algorithm with the MST of the input graph.
The use of the MST is justified by the efficiency of the algorithms for its construction
(both in the centralized and distributed model) and by the fact that it minimizes one
of the two components of the PCST objective function. Conversely to what happens
for the Minimum Steiner Tree Problem, we shown that the MST does not guarantee an
approximation factor for the PCST and that the application of the Tree Algorithm alone
cannot fix the gap. However, we conjectured that the combination of the MST and the
Tree Algorithm could provide reasonable performance both in terms of quality of the result
and performance. Hence, we applied such heuristics to sets of instances from the PCST
literature and some instances of our creation in a simulated distributed environment by
the use of the Neto framework of our creation.
The results obtained by our experiments are encouraging. The simple MST-heuristic
proved to be fast and the quality of the built solutions were comparable to the ones
returned by the centralized algorithms. For the instances found in literature, for which
the optimal solution is known, we could directly compare our result to the optimal. The
centralized IP algorithms have a slightly better guarantee than a 2-approximation factor
and, for most of the instances, the MST-heuristic results fell within this limit. Only on
few cases we found results within an approximation of 2-4 of the optimal solution, which
we still consider comparable to the approximation guarantee of the centralized algorithms.
The instances examined in literature are similar to real scenarios of topologies and utilities
of urban districts where to lay down an infrastructure. Because the distributed PCST
problem is more likely to be applied to computer networks, we created a set of new
instances with topologies more typical for such cases: grid networks and scale free graphs.
As we do not know the optimal solution for these instances, we compared the performance
of the MST-heuristic with the results given by the classical GW-algorithm. Here, we
obtained satisfactory results, all falling within a 1.15-approximation of the GW-algorithm
solution and thus theoretically within a 2.3-approximation of the optimal. In a minority
of the instances our heuristic even outperformed the GW-algorithm results.
We describe the MST-based heuristic in section 4.3 and we report the data of our experiments in chapter 6.
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The distributed GW-algorithm
In this work we also introduced a transposition of the classical centralized GW-algorithm
for the PCST (Goemans & Williamson, 1995) to an equivalent algorithm for our distributed model. The only modification we applied to the original algorithm’s steps is in
the final pruning phase, where instead of the so called GW-pruning we adopt our Rooted
Tree Algorithm (RTA) which in turn is equivalent to a pruning routine already used in
literature for the same post-processing purpose (Johnson et al., 2000). This variation
produces solutions equivalent to the ones of the original GW-algorithm pruning and it
simplifies the whole algorithm since our RTA does not require any dedicated labelling
during the tree construction, conversely to the GW-pruning. As our distributed version
exactly reproduces the steps of the original algorithm (with the sole mentioned pruning
1
approximation guarantee. On one hand, this gives
variation), we obtain the same 2 − n−1
us a first distributed algorithm with an approximation guarantee for our novel problem.
On the other hand, such an algorithm is not fully satisfactory as it remains inherently
sequential and it does not take advantage of the distributed, thus potentially parallel,
environment. More precisely, the nodes participating in our network do carry on an asynchronous computation, however such an effort is fully focused on the simulation of the
same step of the original GW-algorithm on which the whole network is synchronized. As
we are not aware of a general technique to adapt Primal-Dual Linear Programs to distributed models similar to ours, our distributed variant of the GW-algorithm also shows
the issues of adapting any current PCST Interger Program to a distributed environment.

The Neto framework
In order to test and evaluate our distributed algorithms, we developed a Python framework
which allows the simulation of high level distributed algorithms. With the term high level,
we mean the algorithmic study on theoretical environments, thus ignoring implementation
details such as hardware or network protocols (e.g. IP-TCP). We called our framework
Neto and we described it in chapter 5.
The requirements we had during the creation of Neto were: 1) to be a Python framework so
that it could exploit the well known library networkx for network and graph construction
and 2) to simulate asynchronous distributed event-driven graph and network algorithms.
For the latter requirement, we found the SimPy framework which handles event-driven
simulations. Our code ideally bridges the two existing projects. Before to implement
Neto, we made a survey of existing Python libraries for the same purpose. In particular,
we found CoplexNetworkSim (Schaul, 2011), which in fact was build on top of SimPy
and networkx, but it lacks for a clear focus for the simulation of distributed computing1 .
Furthermore, Pymote is a Python library with requirements very similar to Neto (Arbula
& Lenac, 2013), though its main focus is on wireless communication and it is not based
1

This evaluation was made during our research with our goals in mind. We do not exclude that, with
sufficient effort, ComplexNetworkSim can be adapted to such simulations.
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on SimPy. As it was published after we started to implement Neto and experiment on it
our algorithms, we did not try out thislibrary which might work well in cases addressed
by Neto.
In conclusion, Neto served well to our purpose and was a good exercise of framework
and simulation design in Python. We completed the framework with a few unit tests
and documentation. In chapter 5, we shown how to implement simple yet representative
algorithms in Neto. Its entire code is available as free software at the following address:
https://bitbucket.org/holoduck/neto/overview. We can therefore argue that Neto can be
used for quick prototyping of distributed algorithms and that it constitutes one of the
contributions of our work.

7.1 Future Works on the Distributed PCST
Our choice to employ the MST as heuristic to produce a tree for the Tree Algorithm
produced acceptable experimental results. Starting from this, we identify a number of
techniques that future studies can explore to improve the distributed PCST construction.
First of all we can suggest to mark positive-prize nodes as terminals and apply a distributed algorithm for the classical Minimum Steiner Tree, then employ the Tree Algorithm as post-optimization. The idea is backed up in literature e.g. by the Memetic
Algorithm in (Ljubić, 2004) which in fact does use nodes with positive prize as terminals
to apply a modified distance network heuristic for the Steiner Tree Problem in order to
produce an initial population. A study willing to explore this opportunity needs to choose
which distributed ST algorithm to employ and some of them resort to MST-based heuristics as for example (Chalermsook & Fakcharoenphol, 2005). Interestingly, some of these
algorithms can deal with the online variant of the problem (Novak, Rugelj, & Kandus,
2001), i.e. in case the network topology or the set of required nodes changes. Recall the
scenario described in the introduction in which users can join or leave a service as a live
TV show. We note that in this context and other real distributed network scenarios, the
combination of: (1) the use of positive-prize nodes as terminals, (2) an MST-based ST
algorithm which can handle network changes and (3) the Tree Algorithm, is likely to represent a convenient solution. Furthermore, we note that in the series of PCST instances
found in literature which we used in our experiments in chapter 6, zero-prize nodes are
the majority (>75%).
Another interesting and unexplored path of future research for the distributed PCST
might be the application of Ant Colony Optimization, or ACO (Dorigo & Stützle, 2004).
This can both happen designing a new algorithm or by using an ACO algorithm for the ST
problem and following the suggestions just described. ACO algorithms compatible with
our distributed model are given by (Singh, Das, Gosavi, & Pujar, 2005), which solves the
minimum ST problem, and by (Di Caro & Dorigo, 1998) and (Bundgaard, Damgaard,
Jacob, & Winther, 2002) for routing algorithms.
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7.2 Future Works on Neto
The combination of algorithms for the tree construction and optimization, such as the
MST or the ST with the Tree Algorithm, is not the only approach to solve the problem. The perturbation algorithm introduced in section 3.3.3 uses the result of the GWalgorithm to feed an heuristic which makes a perturbation in the nodes prizes in order to
produce a new solution with the same algorithm. After multiple iterations, the best solution is kept. As to use our distributed GW-algorithm would be too expensive, it would be
possible to employ the result of the MST-heuristic or the ST-on-positive-prize-nodes to
feed a novel distributed perturbation algorithm. The major drawback of this technique is
the need of execute multiple trials which on a distributed network can be costly in terms
of messages sent. During our study, we also took in consideration simulated annealing
as an heuristic that could give good results and it might be a subject for future studies.
However, simulated annealing suffers the same problems of synchronisation and multiple
trials of a perturbation heuristic, thus increasing time and message complexity.
The perturbation algorithm of (Canuto et al., 2001) include the merge of candidate solutions by connecting them with the shortest path available. We note that, with some
modification, our UTA creates a partition of the input graph where every partition has
a positive Net Worth. Future studies can explore whether a search for profitable paths
linking different partition is feasible.
As final remark we note that the biggest problem of our distributed GW-algorithm implantation is the synchronization of all the network on the same step of the centralized
algorithm. Its execution fundamentally increases two variables, one linked to the edges
connecting node clusters and the other linked to the clusters themselves. In (Goemans
& Williamson, 1995) is explained how to predict the order of some algorithm’s actions
based on the values of such variables. However, in our distributed model, the suggested
algorithm variations do not allow in our opinion to perform multiple asynchronous merges
and deactivations of clusters. If a future research finds a way to implement such asynchronous steps, it would get a good algorithm likely to outperform the ones introduced
in our work and with an approximation guarantee.

7.2 Future Works on Neto
Neto proofed to serve well to our purposes and to be enough flexible to do the same for
similar studies on distributed algorithms. Its source code is stored at a public repository
as free software with a MIT licence.
Although already successfully usable, we believe there is space for improvements for Neto.
In particular we think that Neto could benefit from a graphical user interface and a
mechanism that enables step by step execution of the simulated algorithms. In fact,
currently it is possible to debug step-by-step the simulated algorithms’ code by the use
of specific tools such as pdb, however Neto lacks of a specific interface for the study
of the behaviour of an algorithm during its execution rather then the result at the end
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of the simulation. A GUI could manage the whole framework including the design of
the network (node-edges creation, add attributes), allow easy one-click or drag&drop
algorithm installation on nodes and the contingent start and stop of the step-by-step
simulation.
A relevant feature of Neto is the ability to handle the composition of multiple algorithms
to create new ones, as described in section 5.3.2. To this purpose, we advocated the
definition of pre- and post-condition for every Neto algorithm, including non-composite
algorithms as they can be used as components in future works. Such conditions are
currently written as informal documentation at the beginning of an algorithm’s code,
leaving to developers to check whether they are observed. We suggest to implement an
automatic control for algorithm requirements in a future version of Neto. A requirement
of an algorithm A could be expressed both as a test or as a request for another algorithm
B to be run before A. In this case, B would be responsible by its execution to create the
precondition required by A.
During the development of Neto, the Simpy library on which is based was updated to a new
version (3.x) that is not backwards compatible with the one we used (2.3). Therefore,
a natural step would be to port Neto to the latest Simpy release. We also note that,
though Simpy 2.3 already supports Python 3.x, no particular effort was made to make
Neto Python-3-compatible. Future efforts on Neto should address these compatibilities.
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